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THE BUSINESS MAGAZINE OF THE INDUSTRY

More than meets the eye

SPECIAL ISSUE

$1.00

\ 1,,re than cameras, or lights, or settings-
and NBC has the finest facilities the industry ran offer...
more than any of these, it's experience that makes
NBC programs the most viewable in television.
For back of the varied skills of the NBC engineer, producer, director and
cameraman are more than twenty years of NBC -RCA experiments in

sight -and -sound ... a continual refinement of technique that sets your
NBC program in a class by itself... on America's No. 1 Teleeisien Network.



Are You Interested In
LOW BUDGET TELEVISION PROGRAMS?

AT PRICES YOU CAN AFFORD

KTLA's Hollywood -tested shows are available to advertisers
and to TV stations via the high-fidelity Paramount Video
Transcriptions.

Syndication charges are surprisingly reasonable - for one
market or all 41 - so reasonable that a "SOLD" tag has
just been hung on "ARMCHAIR DETECTIVE," half-hour
mystery thriller . . . now sponsored by Whitehall Pharmacal
in Los Angeles and over the CBS Eastern Network.

"WESTERN VARIETIES"-a gay revue with a current TV rating
of 35.5, featuring guest acts and Spade Cooley's Orchestra-is available for all cities save Los Angeles.

"TIME FOR BEANY"-an outstanding 5 -a -week children's show with an average TV rating of 32.3 --tops
all competitive children's programs. Companions in young Beany's quarter-hour of whimsical adventures
are Capt. Huffanpuff, Dishonest John, Cecil, a seasick sea serpent, and other unusual plastic hand puppets.

"HOLLYWOOD OPPORTUNITY" is KTLA's notable talent showcase hour with Nils T. (NTGI Granlund
as M.C. TV rating: 42.2. Available in entirety or half or quarter-hour segments in all cities save Los Angeles.

"MOVIETOWN R.S.V.P." presents a lively 45 -min. charade quiz originating every Sunday from the home
of a different movie star and featuring several stars as guests. Action changes rapidly between star's home
and studio panel of experts. TV rating: 23.

"YER OLE BUDDY" offers a 20 -min. once -a -week hilarious satire
on other TV shows, starring Bud Stefan, leading Hollywood
comedian in recent "Tele-Views" popularity poll. TV rating: 25.

"SANDY DREAMS" is a half-hour youngster's variety show built
around the dream excursions of a little girl and her playmates.
TV rating: 38.4.

These shows on KTLA, against all competition, continue to domi-
nate West Coast TV ... taking 7 of the "Top 10" latest (May -June)
Hooperatings for TV programs in Los Angeles . . . 15 of the "Top
20" . . . 23 of the "Top 30."

Spade Cooley, M.C. of "Western Varieties"

* .** KYLA*
* *
* ** afilinaunt *

,Cretik;,93At 54,
-1"11)1 A KEY STATION OF THE PARAMOUNT TELEVISION NETWORK

Interested? Let us show you what we have.

CHANNEL 5

"Time for Beany"--daily children's show.

LOS ANGELES

5451 Marathon Street, Los Angeles 38, Calif. H011ywood 6363

New York Offices 1501 Broadway BRyant 9-8700

WEED & COMPANY-National Sales Representatives



Order Form

Ever see a Te Rea?,*?
A Hoop is the essence of every monotonous, uninteresting television spot that has ever
prostrated an innocent viewer with absolute boredom.

At first, because TV was a novelty, Floops were sometimes acceptable.

Times have changed. Now most viewers refuse to let the obnoxious Floop get so much as
a foot in the screen.

Successful TV spots are ORIGINAL and ENTERTAINING. They capture the viewer's atten-
tion and get the all-important sales message across in an interesting way.

Beware of Floops! Consult a firm that specializes in producing films that entertain and se!'
... for leading national advertisers.

tp is the
sion of a
ble flop. 41°111.0p

/STUDIOS ;1G!LYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA
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WI-TV
has a e2 -year

lead iii Iletroil

Starting new things in Detroit

is nothing new with WWJ-The

Detroit News . . . first AM station

in 1920. first FM station in 1940,

and first with TV in 1946

With a 2 -year lead in television,

WWJ-TV today is doing the most

effective job of engineering, production and programming . . sending out

the clearest signals . . . reaching the largest audience . . . producing the best

results for its many advertisers.

This fall, WWJ-TV is planning a more ambitious schedule than ever, and

advertisers' demands are reaching unprecedented proportions. Better

formulate your Detroit TV plans NOW . . to include WWJ-TV in the fall

FIRST IN MICHIGAN Owned and Operated by THE DETROIT NEWS

National Representatives: THE GEORGE P. HOLL I NGBERY COMPANY

ASSOCIATE AM -FM STATION WWJ
WWJ

NBC Television Network
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HOW LONG IS

AMONG TELEVISION'S MOST SUCCESSFUL
ADVERTISERS ARE THESE SARRA CLIENTS:

Amion  Anacin  Arrow Shirts & Collars Ballantine Ale &

Beer  Bulova  Heed Deodorant  Kolynos  Lewis Candy Co.

Lucky Strike Cigarettes Lustre Creme Shampoo Miller

High Life Beer National Shawmut Bank R & H Beer

AVOID SHUTI-TIS (pronounced SHUT-EYE.TIS), a new disease

suffered usually by television audiences bored with television commercials.
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SECONDS I

IN TELEVISION, twenty seconds can be loaded with a walloping,

sales -winning message that entertains and delights your potential customers.

Or, it can be a mighty long and boring blackout.* The answer depends on the

Television commercial. To get the right answer, many of Television's most

successful advertisers and their agencies rely upon Sarra for distinguished

commercials. They know this dramatic medium requires the skills and tech-

niques that can only be developed through years of experience in visual

salesmanship. May we have the opportunity of showing you examples of

our television commercials, custom-made for sound and sight audiences?

SA BRA-
litNew York Chicago Hollywood

PHOTOGRAPHIC ILLUSTRATIONS MOTION PICTURES SOUND SLIDE FILMS TELEVISION COMMERCIALS
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for
daytime
television
see

Du Mont

15
I

04110Rit
COPYRIGHT 11141I, ALLEN B. DU MONT LABORATORIES, INC.

If you want to reach the housewife, daytime

television must occupy an increasingly important

place in your plans. Daytime television is doing a

job for many advertisers, at a very modest cost.

Surveys show that when television comes into

the home, radio is neglected*- and the television

antennas are sprouting thick as corn in Kansas.

Du Mont is your logical contact on daytime television, becai

Du Mont pioneered daytime television.

Du Mont has developed the daytime programs.

Du Mont has the daytime network coverage.

W'e u like to furnish lou these facts.
Write or phone the Du Mont Network Research Department.

America's Window on the World

515 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y. Phone MUrray Ft
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SIGNIFICANT INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENTS IN

FOCUS
TV Fund's Portfolio

TELEVISION Fund, Inc., form-
ed a year ago as video's first

open-end investment fund, skyrock-
eted its buying to include stock in
42 companies in, or allied with,
video broadcasting as of July 18.
In addition to stock held in firms
listed below, Fund held $500,000
worth of U.S. Treasury bonds plus
$229,000 cash on hand. The list:
No. Shares Company
1000 Aerovox Corporation
421111 Admiral Corporation
41381 American Bosch
2900 American Broadcasting Company
500 Avco Corporation
700 Bell and Howell

121111 Burgess Battery
14011 Columbia Broadcasting System "A"
20110 Corning Glass Works
65011 Dumont (Allen B.) Laboratories-Com-

mon "A"
20110 Eastman Kodak Co.
10011 Emerson Radio & Phonograph Corp.

9011 Fansteel Metallurgical
'4:14181 General Electric Company
2(100 General Instrument Company
3000 General Precision Equipment
500 General Tire & Rubber Company

111011 Hoffman Radio Corporation
2110 International Business Machine Corp.

6900 International Telephone and Telegraph
Corp.

:11141 Joslyn Mfg. and Supply Company
1700 Line Material Company
10011 Loew's Inc.
21100 Magnavox Company
1111111 P. It. Mallory Company

71111 Minneapolis Honeywell Regulator Co.
IMO Motorola, Inc.
1000 National Union Radio Corporation
2110 Oak Manufacturing Company

2011 Owens Illinois Glass Co.-Common
4400 Paramount Pictures, Inc.
12011 Philco Corporation
11010 Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company
14400 Radio Corporation of America

5110 Radio Keith Orpheum
1500 Sprague Electric Company
32110 Sylvania Electric Products. Inc.
101111 20th Century -Fox Film Corporation
2:109 Webster -Chicago Corporation
33011 Westinghouse Electric Co.
11811.1100-American Telephone & Telegraph.

The FCC Allocations
Pose Network Problem

Further analysis of the FCC's
proposed allocations in the UHF
& VHF, which touched off a
barrage of industry protests be-
cause of the lack of time to study
the plan and file comments, shows
that the project would pose a seri-
ous problem for network operations
because of the very high number of
one -station communities. A few
broadcasters chuckled at the fact
that many of the one -station areas
are little more than one-horse
towns-where support of even a
low-cost outlet would be difficult.
(Holbrook, Arizona, for example,
is assigned two channels for a total
population of 1,000.) Without

doubt, this will be one of the live-
lier phases of the upcoming hear-
ings (now pushed back to Sept.
26). Meanwhile the freeze is still
on ice-where it will stay until the
allocations problem is ironed out.
Radio, TV Income
At All -Time Peak

Radio -television broadcasting had
its fattest year in history last year,
with a total gross income of $251,-
000,000, and record profits of
$40,000,080. The Department of
Commerce, which compiled the
figures, said that 1944-'45 income
(before taxes) was higher, but
high taxes during those years cut
heavily into profits.

Report also showed that net-
works and corporate stations ac-
counted for about 93% of this fig-
ure while smaller outlets brought
in only $3,000,000 of the $40,000,-
000 total profits.

Half of '49 Sees
Million sets Produced

Receiver production in the first
half of this year exceeded the mil-
lion mark, with RMA members
alone accounting for 913,071. Six-
month output was more than entire
TV production for 1948. Second
quarter total was 490,534 as com-
pared to 422,537 for the same pe-
riod last year.

June production was 160,736, at
the rate of 32,147 weekly for a
five -week month.

RECEIVER
PRODUCTION

INDEX
(Statistics

as of
July 1, 1949)

Activity reached fever pitch on
the manufacturer level, with virtu-
ally all the major producers intro-
ducing new lines, some with radical
changes, all with relatively lower
prices.

DuMont unveiled a short -necked
19 -inch cathode ray tube, and
Philco introduced a built-in anten-
na in its entire 1950 line. Philco's
cheapest set among the new models
is a $199.95 table set. RCA, mean-
while, announced eight new models,
including a 10 -inch table set at
$199.95, a 10 -inch console listed
model at $395-$100 less than pre-
vious RCA models of this size.

While prices were tumbling at
the manufacturing level, they were
being radically sliced at the retail
level. R. H. Macy (New York),
world's largest department store,
got itself entangled in litigation
with DuMont for announcing-via
full page ads in Manhattan news-
papers -50% cuts on DuMont sets.
Manufacturer immediately revoked
Macy's franchise, started court
action against the store. Other
manufacturers and retailers watch-
ed the situation closely, felt it
might exert caution against a prac-
tice which has boomeranged, i.e.,-
the more prices are cut, the more
the public waits. They were learn-
ing that the public can outwait any-
body when it comes to price cutting.

WOR-TV Theme:
Take It Easy

Seventh (and last) station to get
on the air in New York, WOR's
video plans indicated it wasn't go-
ing to burn up the industry with
fancy (and costly) techniques dur-
ing its early operation. An economic
lesson, learned by many another
new arrival on the TV scene, had

1918 Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr.
:to 36 52 46

1919 121 118 181 166

May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.
50 64 56 61 88 95 122 161
103 160

Above figures in thousands. White blocks indicate 1949 figures, black, 1948.
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Owned and Op, rct 4 b,
THE EVENING STAR

BROADCASTING COMPANY
724 Fourteenth Street N.W.

Washington 5. D. C.

Represented Nationally by

ABC SPOT SALES

FOCUS
been thoroughly understood by the
WOR hierarchy, and would be put
to use under the guidance of presi-
dent Theodore Streibert and pro-
gram director Julius Seebach. It's
operational blueprint included: (1)
a five-day programming week; (2)
no purchase of package programs.
Instead, WOR-TV will enter into a
"partnership" with producers,
who'll share in the sale of a show,
but will not be paid for sustainers;
(3) no news programs, unless spon-
sored; (4) no film programs, unless
sponsored; (5) no fancy production
gimmicks; (6) heavy concentration
on dual airings of its AM shows,
sports and personality segments.

PROGRAMMING
BREAKDOWN

18y Percentage)
An analysis of current operating

schedules based on an overage week's
program log of 38 reporting stations.
Percentages are offered as a compari-
son for JUNE, 1948 and JUNE, 1949.

NETWORK

31
1948

STUDIO

23

44
3949

19
1948 1949

FILM

21 19
1948 1949

REMOTE

19 18
1948 1949

KEEP FILM
SAFE!
POWER DRITI

R2WIND ASSEMELYA

FILM CABINET MM119 FILM CABINET

SAFE MODEL FILM

Write for Illustrated Literatur
on this and other

Neumade Television Studio he

PRODUCTS CORP
©WEST 42 -STREET NEW YOR
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Yes. this is an actual studio scene at WRAP -TV. For a very interesting .gory. see the ,Inril 11. 019 issue of "LIFE."

TEXAS IS BIG -AND
WBAP-TV IS BUILT TO MATCH!

NT to put on a real Wild West TV show, with
coin boys and cattle galloping across the stage? Or
maybe a repair garage scene with real cars and trucks
on stage? WBAP-TV can do it for you-easily-and
carry your show to every TV receiver within 90 miles
of Fort Worth -Dallas!

WBAP-TV reflects all the size and vigor of its
native state. So WBAP-TV is "taking" Texas like
Sam Houston took Santa Anna! It's the gol-darndest
enterprise you ever saw, and it's giving its advertisers
the gol-darndest results. . . .

Yes, television is going great guns around Fort
Worth -Dallas, and we'd like to tell you the facts.
Incidentally, our F&P branch office in Fort Worth
is ideally situated to give you extraordinarily detailed
and up -to -the -instant cooperation. Want some of it-
now?

KSD-TV On the Air
St. Louis Now
WPIX
New York Now

Now
WBAP-TV
Fort Worth -Dallas
WAAM
Baltimore \ ow
WAVE -TV
Louisville Now
WTCN-TV
Minneapolis -St. Paul Now
KRON-TV
San Francisco Oct. '19
WOC-TV
Davenport Oct. '40
WMBT
Peoria End '49

FREE & PE, ERS, INC.
Pioneer Radio and Television Station Representatives

Since 1932

NEW YORK CHICAGO DETROIT ATLANTA FL WORTH HOLLYWOOD SAN FRANCISCO
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We take pleasure in announcing

the appointment of

PHILLIPS BROOKS NICHOLS

as Sales Manager of

AUDIO PRODUCTIONS, INC.
producers of motion pictures

for industry, education and television

Send for "A Few Facts About Audio"

AUDIO PRODUCTIONS, INC.
FILM CENTER BUILDING
630 NINTH AVENUE
NEW YORK, N. Y.
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TQL- WCAU -66 Alrvi, AAA /1,041,1.

WCAU-TV puts your star salesmen in the

living -rooms of the second largest television market.

All but two per cent of Philadelphia's TV

receivers are located in homes. So make your business

calls pay off via WCAU-TV, a CBS affiliate.

THE PHILADELPHIA BULLETIN STATIONS

TV
AM
FM
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MEMO .
National

Broadcasting
Company, Inc.INTERDEPARTMENT

CORRESPONDENCE
TO

All Spot Sales
Salesmen

DATE
July 22,

1949

FROM
Jacob A.

Evans

SUBJECT
Where

There's a Choice -It's
WPTZ All

the Way

The most
effective

method of
determining the

popularity of a
television

station is to
follow the

choice of
viewers when the same

program may be

seen on two or more
stations. In

Philadelphia on no
less than five

occasions where the same
program was

telecast by at
least two of the three

Philadelphia
stations, WPTZ has

completely
dominated the

Philadelphia

television
audience.

ITEM:

ITEM:

ITEM:

ITEM:

The
Admiral

Broadway Revue is
seen on

both WPTZ and
Station B.

The
latest Pulse

ratings show a 57%
higher

rating for WPTZ.

The
Cancer

Crusade
program

telecast in
Philadelphia on June

4th,

10:15 to
11:45 PM was

carried by all
three

television
stations.

WPTZ's
audience was

consistently
greater than the

combined

audience of the
other two

stations; 62%
greater than

Station B

and 192%
greater than

Station C.
The

baseball game
telecast on June

5th was seen
on both

WPTZ and

Station C. In
spite of the

fact that the other
station

normally

programs
on Sunday

afternoon
while WPTZ does not, and in

spite

3f the
fact that

Station C began
programming at 10 AM,

whereas

WPTZ began to
program

one-quarter hour
before the

game with
a news

tape,
WPTZ's

rating
averaged 40%

higher than the
other

station.

The World
Series last fall was

carried by all
three

Philadelphia

stations. During the
second

game, a
survey

made by
Patterson,

Korchin & Co.
showed WPTZ to have

23%
greater

audience than

Station B and
263%

greater
audience than

Station C.

ITEM:
During the 1949

Mummers'
Parade, all three

Philadelphia
stations

made
individual,

simultaneous
pickups of the

event. Again WPTZ

dominated the
Philadelphia

picture with a greater
audience than

the two
other

stations
combined; 91%

greater
audience than

Station B
and 222%

greater
audience than

Station C. In
this,

as well
as the

previous
instance,

there
were no

preceding,

following or
replacement

shows
which might have

affected
results.

This is a most
impressive

record and
clearly

indicates the
preference of the

Philadelphia
television

audience for WPTZ. It's
another

perfect
example

of
experience in

television
broadcasting

paying off. I
would

suggest that

your
agency

contacts are
advised of the

consistent
superiority of WPTZ

in
Philadelphia.

Jacob A.
Evans

IllIA111

BROADCASTING CORPORATIONPHIL CO TELEVISION

1800 Architects Building Philadelphia 3, Penna.

Telephone: LOcusl 4-2244

R S IN TELEv Is' ON iN ?Hit A

Ielpv.tson Malta



the Lathy. Strike series

The writers, directors and production men who own and operate Grant -Realm. Left to right: Charles Haas, Rudy Abel, Sobey
Martin, Stanley Rubin, Marshall Grant and Norman Elzer. Louis Lantz, another member of the organization, is not pictured here.

By NORMAN ELZER
General Manager,
Marshall Grant -Realm Productions

rilHE major problem encountered
I in producing TV's first spon-

sored series of dramatic motion
pictures-the 26 half-hour editions
of American Tobacco Company's
(Lucky Strike) Your Show Time-
did not lie in the field of production
itself. Inasmuch as both sponsor
and agency were accustomed to
radio practices it was difficult to
make clear to them that they were
now engaged in a manufacturing
process which could not possibly be
subjected to the week -to -week and
hour -to -hour uncertainties of AM
broadcasting.

From the beginning it proved
difficult to procure from the spon-
sor an adequate number of approv-
als on stories which were practical
for our purposes. Our production
problems could be solved only by
immediately consecutive shooting
of the entire series. Therefore, it
was important to have a pool of
stories approved in advance in
order that a sufficient number of
scripts might be prepared. Neither
the agency nor the sponsor was
sufficiently aware of the importance
of this factor.

As a corollary to the above, it is,
of course, obvious that the cost of
a TV series can be kept low only if
the entire series is considered as a
single motion picture project with
all details planned in advance so as

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN FILM DRAMA

IS PRODUCED FOR A SPONSOR

to make maximum use of sets and
shooting time.

In the details of production the
cost factors are identical with those
in any film enterprise. Such ele-
ments as size of sets, size of cast,
and so forth, must always be con-
sidered. For example, in a dramatic
piece, limiting the cast of charac-
ters helps the director to stay close
to his people, and makes it possible
to use smaller sets; the use of
smaller sets in turn cuts the amount
of lighting equipment and the num-
ber of electricians and grips re-
quired. Also, of course, on a short
schedule the total number of sets
must be kept down or too much
available shooting time will be spent
in moves from place to place.

The series was budgeted at $8,500
per film, but it was not possible to
keep within this scope of expendi-
ture under the circumstances that
arose in production procedure.
There were two distinct reasons
why we exceeded our budgets-and
it is emphasized here that all excess
costs were borne, not by the spon-
sor, but by us. Furthermore, at no
time did we exceed our schedules
for hours and shooting, nor our
budget figures for film and crew
costs.

The primary difficulty responsible
for increasing our expenditures was
the difficulty referred to above in

getting the sponsor to approve
stories quickly enough and in suffi-
cient number. We were twice forced
to suspend production for a consid-
erable period-at considerable cost
to us. These interruptions added
seriously to overhead and script
costs. Furthermore, the necessity to
meet air dates sometimes compelled
going ahead with production of
stories (which we knew would be
too costly) simply because they
were the only approved titles at
hand. In addition, sets could not
be planned for maximum efficiency
and maximum use.

Even with the above difficulties
taken into consideration, it would
still have been possible to produce
these films for $8,500. However,
the results would not have been
comparable to the sample which the
sponsor purchased, and it was im-
portant for us, and for the industry
as a whole, that the first sponsored
film show should not result in any
feeling on the part of the advertiser
that a deception had been practiced
upon him.

The further consideration which
impelled us to maintain our original
quality was the fact that at no time
did we regard the American To-
bacco deal as an immediate source
of important profits. The main
profit in the series was always ex-
pected to come from the fringe and
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The Spices

of

TV Technique
are

animation

special effects

optical effects

Season your TV sales message

by adding the spice of entertain-

ment through animation, special

and optical effects. We are con-
sidered experts in this field.

*
Let us show you how these tech-

niques may be expertly and

effectively used by you.

*
Before planning your

next film spot-
consult us.

70 EAST 45th ST NEW YORK 17 N Y

MURRAY HILL 6.8933

subsequent rights which the con-
tract guaranteed us. It was, there-
fore, economically sound for us to
keep the quality of our shows at a
high level in order to maintain the
value of our subsequent rights.

Economies & Improvements
Were Made Throughout

Our chief economies resulted
from the high degree of pre -produc-
tion planning we were able to
achieve in spite of story difficulties
with the agency and sponsor. For
example, we produced 16 half-hour
films without a break in 32 normal
shooting days. This meant casting,
wardrobe, construction and set
dressing for a completely new mo-
tion picture every two days.

On such an arduous schedule any
excess overtime had to be avoided
if the same crew, with its growing
experience and team work, were to
be kept throughout. Therefore, the
certainty and skill of the director
were of primary importance. Equal-
ly important were the skill and
speed of the camera man and gaffer
working as a team. The other key
members of the crew who had to be
top quality and speedy were the
make-up man, the wardrobe staff,
the hairdresser and the property
man.

One of the improvements
achieved during the later produc-
tion phases of Your Show Time was
the transmission quality of the
prints sent to the stations. This was
achieved by decreasing the contrast
in lighting on the set, and by special
tests made to determine the best
negative and positive characteris-
tics for TV transmission.

Production Techniques
Similar To Movies

Techniques required for TV pro-
duction are largely variations of
the known techniques in the theat-
rical motion picture field. In writing
the screenplay the question of scope
must be considered. First, so as not
to exceed the viewing qualities of
a 10 -inch tube, and second, to avoid
too costly sets and casts. However,
the only problem genuinely peculiar
to TV is to provide dramatic and
verbal transitions to and from com-
mercials.

In lighting and camera work the
special problems are quite obvious
although the techniques for solving
them are not always easily arrived

at in the time allotted for shot
Naturally the power of resol
of current TV tubes preclude
use of any extensive diffush
close-ups. Also in many con
tions it is important to carr
greatest possible depth of r
graphic definition. Because th
ferentiation of gray tones o:
receiver is not very subtle, atte
must be paid to achieving ade
background and foreground F.

ation; otherwise faces and fi
will tend to melt into the wall
furniture. In this connection
important to avoid wardrobe,
paper and set dressings whit
either too indeterminate of
"busy" in character. At the
ment, best TV transmission
to require a lower degree of
trast than would be consider*
sirable for theatrical projectit

Will Use Theater Markets
To Capitalize On Series

The outlets other tha:
through which we intend to ct
ize on our possession of the
films are the same outlets avi
for any 35mm film and its
reductions. The exploitation o
additional media depends, of c
on the quality of the film itse
availability of a sales force
sure maximum distribution, a)
amount of film on any given n
at the time of attempted r*
In part, the sources of re
other than TV depend on the 3

of the subject matter used. Ce
ly, for theatrical and institt:
use, our series of short
classics would be better at
than other material equally
for TV.

In closing it might be vi

observe that one of the chief I
we have drawn from our expe
is the need for greater scot
latitude of locale. One of the
advantages of a film prograr
live television is the ability t
to portray locations and exper
not easily available for direc
vising at current budgets o)
current techniques. We are
preparing a series under th
"Tales of Adventure" in whi
hope to take advantage of the
bility of the film medium to p:
a group of high-level action
dramas, a type of subject-)
which has always so succet
captivated the theatre -going
ence.
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rnow
FOR SPONSORSSPONSORS

MAD STATIONS

14.

Odd professions... fascinating natural
phenomena...strange events of all
kind&

But there's nothing strange about the
audience these great films will develop!

The famous

"ST111111GER

fICTIO11"

film Series

Ready on or about September 15

WHETHER IT'S A SINGLE COMMERCIAL
OR A COMPLETE PROGRAM-

THE KNOW-HOW ORGANIZATION IS
UNITED WORLD FILMS!

For full information, without obligation, write, wire, phone...

TELEVISIONTom. DEPARTMENT

Subsidiary of Universal Pictures
Movie Entertainment Leaders for 37 Years
1445 Park Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.

 ENTERTAINMENT SELLS! 

Delightful 121/2 -minute programs -a
two -year's supply of smash hit
material already in the can!
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WILDING

PICTURES

40.Keianzel
TV PRODUCTION IN NEW YOR

For better service to advertisers and agencies
in the East, Wilding announces production of
television commercials in New York, in addition
to production in our own studios in Chicago,
Detroit and Hollywood.

As the largest producer of motion pictures
for commercial application, Wilding brings to
television sponsors the finest production facilities
plus the "know-how" of the visual medium
gained in over thirty years of producing out-
standingly successful pictures for leaders of
American industry.

Wilding offers a complete service by one or
ization from creation of script idea thrc
production of either 35 or 16mm prints ri
for telecasting.

Any of our offices listed below will be
to show you samples of the television cony
cials we have produced for such organizal
as Oldsmobile-Parker Pen-Admiral-Ft)]
Meisterbrau Beer-DeSoto-MacMillan C
Crosley-Ohio Oil-Household Finance-,
beam Appliances and others..

WILDING PICTURE PRODUCTIONS, IN
NEW YORK

385 MADISON AVENUE

HOLLYWOOD CHICAGO
5981 Venice Blvd. 1345 Argyle Street

CLEVELAND
Swefland Bldg.

LETROIT
4425 Cadieux Rd.

CINCINNATI
Neave Bldg.

ST. LOW
4053 Lirdell
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TIME was when a well-equipped
agency film unit was qualified

for the job by knowing the capa-
bilities of about fifteen commercial
film companies. But since World
War II, there have appeared as
many self-styled film producers as
there are people who know how to
oil a wheelbarrow. Choosing the
right producer out of this bumper
crop is further complicated by the
fact that nine out of ten of them
are also self-styled television ex-
perts. They can prove it, too . . .

some with a sample reel of com-
mercials made for mythical prod-
ucts, some with one -minute spots
produced at amazingly low budgets!

To cope with the problem of se-
lecting a producer for television
film commercials, agencies are pro-
viding themselves with film -wise
personnel. Depending upon the
needs of the agency, this film unit
varies from a one-man staff to a
relatively large number of persons.
At N. W. Ayer & Son, like several
other agencies, the task of handling
the production supervision of film
commercials has devolved upon the
same unit which handled industrial
and sales training films for many
years. Instead, however, of being a
more or less autonomous division,
film production is now an integral
portion of the radio -television de-
partment at N. W. Ayer. The pri-
mary functions of the film unit are
three: To plan a workable film pro-
duction budget for commercials, to
keep the copy department abreast
of production techniques and facili-
ties, and to select and supervise the
work of film producers.

In order to function efficiently,
the film unit is geographically lo-
cated in the midst of the copy -writ-
ing group so that there can be a
constant and immediate flow of in-
formation in both directions. In this
way, the copywriters' enthusiasm
for costly ideas is quenched by the
film unit's more realistic approach.
And frequently, the film unit, goad-
ed by the copy department's crea-
tive ideas, finds a way to deliver

three minutes in every
half-hour is the sole reason
the advertiser uses tv

By G. DAVID GUDEBROD
Film Production Manager,
N. W. Ayer & Son, inc.

the effect the writer wants. Better
commercials result.

Once the copy has been written,
story -boards prepared and the cam-
paign approved by the client, Pro-
duction takes over. The selection of
the producer is now our problem.
Frequently, we have pre -selected a
producer and have written the com-
mercials with his abilities and fa-
cilities in mind. But equally fre-
quently, we must pick one to do the
series after it has been approved.
It is the writer's belief that select-
ing a producer is, in some ways,
comparable to choosing an artist to
illustrate a printed advertisement.
Artist "A" is a painter of small
children. You don't use him to do a
seascape. Artist "B," on the other
hand, knows the sea, but is not the
logical man to do an illustration of
a cut -away locomotive. Similarly,
the film producer with a long list
of fine food films to his credit is
obviously the one to consult in case
you want a commercial made about
a plate of waffles. There are, of
course, many other considerations
which may play a part in the final
decision . . . geographical location,
special services available, client
wishes, etc. Then there is the ques-
tion of price! Always and forever!

Top Headache: Costs
The most acute headache to face

an agency film unit is the result of
trying to answer the question "How
much does a one minute commercial
cost?" Try to explain to a film neo-
phyte how a host of variables inter-
relate to effect the final cost and
you have a major undertaking.
Sound vs. silent. Voice over or lip
sync. Interior vs exterior. Studio
vs factory interiors. Music. Sound
effects. Thirty-five or sixteen. Ani-
mation, live action, stop motion.

Believe it or not, we have seen a
one minute sound film commercial
which was produced at a cost to the
client of $69 (the man said!) and
it wasn't too bad. We've seen anoth-
er one minute sound film commer-
cial which cost $8500. And neither

advertiser paid too much-simply
because the cost of the commercial
in each case had been carefully re-
lated to other. factors. How many
stations would it be used on? How
many times would it be repeated?
How many were produced at the
same time? How long would the
basic copy theme likely remain
unchanged?

But to return, for a moment, to
the question of selecting a producer
for any given series of TV film
commercials: This selection cannot,
or should not, be done on a mere
price basis. By and large, films
should not be bought the way a
purchasing department buys twelve
gross, quarter inch, ten gauge fau-
cet washers. Films for television,
or for any other use, cannot be de-
fined so exactly. Competitive bids
too frequently lead to corner -cutting
and sometimes downright shoddy
production which eventually show
up on the screen. After all, three
commercial minutes in every half
hour is the sole reason the adver-
tiser is using television. These three
minutes speak for the advertiser.
They must speak eloquently, lucidly
and believably. A few dollars saved
at the sacrifice of these qualities
is false economy.

The rule book for the making of
television film commercials has not
been written. It is going to be writ-
ten by the Advertiser, the Copy-
writer, the Film Supervisor, and
the Film Producer-with the help
of that omniscient and omnipresent
person, the Viewer.
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A GREAT TV FILM BUY!
CUSTOM MADE
ONE MINUTE

TV FILM
IS

a

Quickest service from
America's leading pro-
ducer of spot message
Motion Pictures for
over 30 years

a

FOR ONLY

-15009
35 16
Mm Mh1

,,,, al print. at

/ ',-i
Artful production
Effective illustrations
Animated tricky titles
Sound on film (con-

sists of off -screen
voice and music,

.7ort - i ioney

se Write or Phone ....

..railer Co.
1327 S. Wabash Ave . . . CHICAGO

Phone Harrison 7-3395

WE ARE

of our contribution to the pro-

duction of the Ballantine Beer

and Ale commercials, current-

ly a part of the N.Y. Yankees

and Philadelphia Phillies and

Athletics telecasts, and of our

association with J. Walter
Thompson Company for the
production of these commer-

cials.

C/r25 -e/24: -C10 .

245 W. 55th STREET

NEW YORK 19, N.Y.

TELEVISION

picking a
producer

COST, ABILITY, REPUTA1
ARE THE MAJOR REQUES

WHAT can you do, Mr. Client,
to select a producer who

will turn out a top-notch picture of
the type you want, at a fair price-
and without adding troubles not
specified in the contract?

The first step is to determine in
what classification your picture be-
longs: advertising; selling; public
relations; documentary; training;
educational; technical; animation;
scientific. It will fall into one of
these generalizations, each one of
which can be broken down into lit-
erally hundreds of special applica-
tions or situations.

Let's say the classification is
consumer selling, and the product a
new line of electric refrigerators.
The pictures are to be used by
dealers, department stores; and be-
cause it's going to contain many
good hints on the care of foods, can
also be distributed to various wo-
mens' clubs, etc. It is decided also,
that the treatment will have to be a
combination of both dialogue se-
quences and narration. Now for a
producer who can deliver this par-
ticular picture with the greatest
effectiveness and economy.

The best bet is usually the recom-
mendation of some one you know
who has had a similar job done
which proved thoroughly satisfac-
tory. Failing that, there's always
the good old red -book, the classified
telephone directory with its light
and heavy -faced type. In our con-
tact with the various producers un-
der consideration, what points are
most important? If you want to
play safe-check all of these, be-
fore, not after signing:

Financial responsibility.
Client list.
Standing with former and cur-

rent clients.
Quality of production.
Types of pictures produced.
Experience in producing this

particular type of picture.
Employment of a permanent

salaried staff of exper
people in all phases o
duction, or dependen
free lance help, if ava

Facilities; including
ship of studios corn:
equipped.

Operating own animatie
partment, or "farmit
out.

Availability of good
sional talent.

Employment of union o
union crews. ( The uni
ployees of a factory r
to work when a non
movie crew came into :
to shoot assembly line
tions. Several days an.
money was lost, until s
crew reported on the 1

Competence of the writir
on outline, scripts ar
tinuities.

Experienced directors -

knowledge of busines.
tices as well as th
training in motion
production.

Ability to produce picte
schedule and deliver c
ed date.

Facilities for print d:
tion, booking, promoti
projection in the fiel.

Facilities for maintenat
placements and repa
the client's prints
shipments to pre
points.

Connections for theatre
or club distribution.

And of great importan
many repeat order
they secured, and he
in business.

If any outfit can pass tha
ination to your satisfactie
they're around if you look ft
sign up with 'em! Maybe
been looking for you to

haven't been able to get I

secretary.
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film widens scope of live prograins
By J. BURGI CONTNER
(Mr. Contner, long identified with eastern production for major film companies,
has now become active in television, and has done a considerable amount of film
sequence shooting for NBC and Jerry Fairbanks.)

MUCH has been written pro and
con on photographing motion

pictures for reproduction on TV.
After having photographed numer-
ous films for this purpose over the
past two years the author has come
to the conclusion that a well -photo-
graphed subject made for motion
picture use will look equally well
on TV.

A well -lighted subject that has
not too much contrast, and with
good detail in the highlights and
shadows, is necessary for good
reproduction in the theatre as well
as on TV. Long shots need not be
avoided but should be short as pos-
sible once the scene is established.

Since TV is very intimate, from
the audience standpoint, everything
should be photographed with this
in mind. Unlike the stage, where the

spectator views everything from
one point of view, or the movie
theatre 'where the intimate scenes
are projected to the audience in
close-up form, the TV actors are
virtually present in the home and
this illusion should be maintained.
In the photographing of many film
sequences for NBC shows I have
discovered that the mood of the
lighting and the settings of the
scenes should match the live show
as closely as possible as to quality
and contrast. Otherwise there will
be a visual jolt to the viewer, and
the smooth flow of continuity will
be broken.

At this time it might be well to
predict that motion pictures will
become a necessary tool in staging
a complete story on television. Ex-
terior sets are very expensive; cer-

tain types are impossible to build
on indoor studio stages. These can
be staged more satisfactorily out-
doors on suitable locations that
match those called for by the story.
"Lapse -of -time" sequences are im-
possible to do live where the main
actor or actors finish one scene and
must appear in the following scene
in a change of costume and in an-
other set. Without staging one of
the scenes on film it cannot be done.
A recent live program showed
Jackie Cooper as a grocery boy
leaning on a broom, daydreaming.
It then dissolved into a motion pic-
ture of Cooper 41ressing in high hat
and tails. In a later scene a dissolve
was made to another film sequence
where he played the drums in a
nite club. Obviously, this type of

(continued on page 43)
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No Compromise
WITH STANDARDS

OF QUALITY

Maurer 16 -mm Professional
Motion Picture Camera
-iniapproarliell in the Ili-
lield accuses-for s er-a (Mt %.

thhough it is still difficult to forecast the extent of
their ultimate use in television, filmed presentations-

bera use' of their recognized advantages-are destined
for a yerN important role in the TV field.

And as I6 -mm film has been adopted by all of the
telei ision netmorks for their kinescope recordings.
it is hard to justify the greater expense involved in
original production in am other film media.

This is particularly true since equipment is noes
available to produce 16 -mm originals that meet the
highest motion picture standards.

Neu. Catalogue mailed on request.

J. A. MAURER, INC.
37-03 31st Street, Long Island City 1, N. Y.

Maurer 16 -mm Recorder prudni
of the highest quality and fidelity. it
aniiililier Iii Provides the fi
gnenry range that standard project(
teleV WI in receivers are equipped to
11114.1% flat frequency range of 30 as
cycles is available.

Maurer 16 -mm Film Phonograph- high
rein -mincer for re-recording that pr
flat characteristic I rib Ir. 10,1

6 -mm Professional' Production Equipm
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UNDOUBTEDLY one of the
most important developments

in TV is film recordings, variously
referred to as kinescope recordings,
video transcriptions and Tele Tran-
scriptions, etc. etc. The importance
of film recording is emphasized by
the fact that approximately 30
hours of this type of programming
is turned out each week by the four
networks, and that some 30 adver-
tisers are placing recordings on 49
individual stations.

While kinescope programs are
continually improving there are
still a few major problems to be
solved, perhaps the most important
of which is picture and sound qual-
ity.

At the present time video record-
ings are at a slight disadvantage
with respect to quality when com-
pared to a high quality film ob-
tained by direct photography. This
is principally the result of the qual-
ity of the image available at the
recording monitor. The generally
short rehearsal time, inadequate
studio facilities, the necessity for
continuous action without an oppor-
tunity for retakes, and the dissimi-
larity of television camera charac-
teristics tremendously complicate
the production of a program. Thus
the image to be recorded may and
does vary over a wide range of
quality.

Most of the networks are in
agreement that original program
quality is the most important vari-
able in the video recording system,
and the hardest to control. All are
in agreement that the average qual-
ity level can and will improve con-
siderably. Improved measurement
and control techniques in the
actual recording operations are sta-
bilizing the product and permitting
more thorough study of the actual
mechanisms of image formation
and transfer from take to film.
These studies have led to various
attacks on the quality problem and
still better results should be forth -

kinescope
recordings
By GEORGE GORDON
Eastman -Kodak Company

coming. Right now, however, a
technically good program, that is
one with carefully controlled studio
lighting, thoughtfully selected set
decoration, properties, actor's make
up, etc., and skillful camera opera-
tion will produce a video recording
which when rebroadcast is a very
satisfactory program source. Of the
many factors involved, lighting of
the set is probably the one which
can yield the greatest immediate
improvement in the live broadcast
as well as in the video recording.
Maintenance of consistent lighting
level throughout the set and control
of the lighting contrast so the sub-
ject brightness range will be within
the rather restricted range of
brightnesses the television system
can reproduce will go a long way
toward producing consistently good
video recordings.

The most common system records
the picture and sound separately as
negative films, and these are printed
onto the same film strip to yield a
composite sound -on -film release
positive print. One network, how-
ever, records picture and sound as
negatives on the same film strip by
threading the film successively
through the picture camera and the
sound recorder.

Limited use has been made of
simultaneous recording of picture
and sound in a single system cam-
era using a negative image on the
monitor tube. The quality so ob-
tained is probably better than from
the negative -positive method, but
the production of additional copies
is somewhat complicated and the
print quality is not so high. This
system is used, in conjunction with
very rapid processing, for a theater
television system. By this method,
the film may be run on the regular
theater projector with normal the-
ater screen brightness approxi-
mately 60 seconds after the image
appears on the monitor tube.

The fundamental problems corn -

(continued on page 32)

NOW

SPECIAL EQUIPMENT
PROCESSES 16MM
TELEVISION FILM

1.

2.

..

STEP PRINTING OF

PICTURE AS A

SEPARATE OPERATION

SOUND PRINTING ON

MAURER 1-T0-1

OPTICAL TRACK

PRINTER AS A

SEPARATE OPERATION

.
s

e

Both combined in Superlative
Sound Prints for Television.
Specialized 16mm Laboratory
Methods preserve and protect
the finest originals. Write for
c:etails of our television service.

0

PRECISION
FILM LABORATORIES, INC.

21 West 46th Street, N.Y.C.

JUdson 2-3970
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tv's closed-circuit
pre-filming technique
offers low-cost shows
By GEORGE SHUPERT
Director, Commercial Television Operations, Paramount Pictures, Inc.

rfa HE demand by television sta-
tions for old motion pictures has

led many showmen to discern a new
Klondike in of produc-
ing low budget filmed entertain-
ment especially for television. In
the past 30 months we have seen
several hundred companies formed
for the express purpose of catering
to the new medium. Some of the
luckier producers found a few spon-
sors willing to bankroll a weekly
newsreel, a series of sports high-
lights, dramatizations of short
story classics and a variety of ani-
mated commercials.

Ambitious plans were announced
daily, usually promising to feature
various celebrities in dramatic or
musical shorts. Most of these pro-
jects were shelved because the pro-
ducers found themselves unable to
cut costs sufficiently to recoup the
original investment, let alone make
a profit at current low rentals.

Discovery of gold in them thar
television hills by motion picture
producers using regular techniques
is probably still some time away.
Potentially, television's closed cir-
cuit pre -filming technique holds the
key to low -budget film making.

Just as a television broadcast can
be film -recorded, so can a tran-
scription be made of a show's final
camera rehearsal. Which is another
way of saying that if a transcrip-
tion is to be made of a show and its
commercials, why not make the best

possible transcription in advance
and start the initial public broad-
cast with it. Closed circuit pre -film-
ing and editing of a show, experi-
ence has shown, greatly improves
performances because it reduces
tension, insures against embarrass-
ing fluffs, and yields a noticeably
higher degree of professional pol-
ish, pacing and sparkle.

The Paramount video transcrip-
tion system processes the exposed
film so rapidly that it delivers a
complete negative to a show's pro-
ducer within 30 seconds of his
signal to "Cut!" Thus, if retakes
are required, he can discover the
fact immediately. If he is a man
who can decide exactly what he
wants before bringing his per-
formers and scenery into the studio,
the cost of pre -filming a half-hour
show should stand him no more
than $800. In a motion picture
studio, employing conventional mo-
tion picture production methods,
the cost of the same show could
easily mount to 20 times higher.

Transcription Quality
Equals Newsreels

The picture quality of closed-
circuit film transcriptions is high,
equaling newsreel standards and is
entirely satisfactory for television
broadcasting to home viewing -
screens. Improvement is noticeable
from month to month as the studio
technicians increase their fa-miliar-

ity with the pickup peculiarit
electronic cameras.

More than a score of na
advertisers are now emp:
Paramount's television pre -fl
technique to produce low -cos.
vision commercials, usually rr
them in batches to achieve
mum economies. Many of th(
mercials are spots of the opt
type, suitable for use by re.
who have their own names
by a live announcer.

Quite logically one might
television stations also to off(
prefilming service to advertise
vertising agencies and pi
show producers. In practice,
ever, the limited studio facili.
virtually all stations become t
up with necessary rehearsal
nothing save a milkman's sc
could ever be arranged for a
recording service.

The new closed-circuit pr
ing technique will probably be
over by those who are most
ested in producing films fo:
vision use. That means
sprinkling of independent
picture studio owners and th
ing producers of shorts and
mentaries. They can instal
vision camera chains and
transcription systems in the
tion picture studios and empl
new technique whenever it
turned to advantage. To of
adequate pre -filming servil
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volves $50,000 to $100,000 worth of
television equipment, hence the
scarcity of volunteers at the mo-
ment. But within a short period of
time, with the number of adver-
tisers using television steadily in-
creasing, film producers may turn
to this new technique. And then,
paradoxically, television will be-
come film's No. 1 hired hand.

The Case For
Video Transcriptions

Video transcriptions are of tre-
mendous importance to television's
economics. They enable a station,
advertiser or package show pro-
ducer to amortize his usually heavy
production costs through repeat
performances at later dates and
through syndication to advertisers
and stations in other cities and,
eventually, in other countries.

They make it possible currently
for an advertiser to buy network
time in each of today's 47 TV mar-
kets, less than half of which are
linked by coaxial cable.

Any programming backlog built
up by the television industry must
take the form of film transcriptions.
Every sustaining or locally spon-
sored program that might be sold
elsewhere will require video tran-
scriptions for audition purposes.
Sales will often be made to widely
separated regional advertisers and
to individual stations (for resale to
local sponsors). Each buyer, more
often than not, will desire to pre-
sent the show at a different broad-
cast time due to preference, time
differential or availability. Video
transcriptions provide a logical
solution of this difficulty. For ex-
ample, transcriptions of "Armchair
Detective" (originating at and re-
corded at KTLA, Los Angeles) are
currently used by Whitehall Phar-
macal Co. over the CBS Eastern
TV Network.

TV Transcriptions
As Spot Vehicle

Not all advertisers want network
shows. Transcriptions enable such
advertisers to spot their telecasts
in various markets to tie in with
special sales drives. Transcriptions
make it possible for local adver-
tisers to obtain shows at a fraction
of initial production costs. Tran-
scriptions make impressive sales
promotional tools when projected
at sales conventions. They have
reference value and may be copy-
righted. In fact, a sight -and -sound
film -transcription is the only form
by which a television show can be
protected in its entirety under
existing law.

Star * *

YOUR TV FILM PROGRAMS

WITH NAMES LIKE THESE

* * * * * * * * * * * * * *
JOAN BENNETT

ALAN LADD
BRIAN AHERNE

BRUCE CABOT
CONSTANCE BENNETT

ALAN MOWBRAY
LAUREL & HARDY

FREDRIC MARCH
BETTY FIELD

WILLIAM BENDiX
ADOLPHE MENJOU

BURGESS MEREDITH

VICTOR MATURE
PAUL LUKAS

* * * ** * * * * * * * **

IMMEDIATELY AVAILABLE
on 16 or 35mm

Write or wire for complete list and details
low cost rental plan

NATIONWIDE TELEVISION CORP.
10 EAST 49th STREET
NEW YORK 17 NEW YORK

PLAZA 9-3868
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TELEVISION
OPERATING
STATIONS

Receiver
(Network Affiliation Circula-
in Parenthesis) tion

U. S. TOTAL AS OF
JULY 15, 1,874,412

Albuquerque 1,000
KOB-TV (C, D)

Atlanta 13,500
WSB-TV (A, N)
WAGA-TV (C, DI

Baltimore 66,769
WAAM (A, D)
WBAL-TV IN)
WMAR-TV (C)

Birmingham 3,100
WAFM-TV (C)
WBRC-TV (D, NI

Boston 105,111
WBZ-TV
WNAC-TV (A, C, D)

Buffalo 26,000
WBEN-TV (A, D, N)

Charlotte 1,000
WBTV (A, C, D, N)

Chicago 155,000
WBKB IC-Oct. 1)
WENR-TV IA)
WGN-TV (C, D)
WNBQ (N)

Cincinnati 27,656
WLW-T (N)
WKRC-TV IC)
WCPO-TV (A)

Cleveland -Akron 64,487
WEWS (A, C, D)
WNBK

Columbus 7,015
WLW-C (NI

Dayton 8,421
WHIO-TV (C)
WLW-D IN)

Detroit 70,000
WJBK-TV (C, DI

WWJ-TV (NI
WXYZ-TV (A)

Erie
WICU IA, C, D, NI

Fort Worth -Dallas
WBAP-TV (N)

Grand Rapids
WLAV-TV (Al

Houston
KLEE-TV (C, DI

Indianapolis
WFBM-TV (C, D, N)

Lancaster
WGAL-TV (C, D, N)

Los Angeles
KFI-TV
KLAC-TV
KNBH (N)
KTLA
KTSL ID)
KTTV (C)

Louisville
WAVE -TV (A, C, D, N)

Memphis
WMCT (A, C, N)

Miami
WTVJ IC, D, NI

Milwaukee 28,447
WTMJ-TV (A, C, D,

New Haven 34,300
WNHC-TV (C, D, N)

New Orleans 4,600
WDSU-TV (A, C, D, N)

New York 628,400
WARD ID)
W ATV
WCBS-TV (CI
WJZ-TV (A)
WNBT (NI
WPIX

SEATTLE I

PORTLAND I

ISCO 2 1

STOCKTON I

ANGELES 6 I

4111ah_

SAN DIEGO I

SALT LAKE CITY 2

PHOENIX 1

ALBUQUERQUE I

AUGUST, 19495,700 (Statistics as of July 311
11,500 Operating Stations 75

Market Areas 45
2,000 CPs Issued 40

Applications Pending 347
6,500 Networks: Cities now served by

the networks include Boston, New6,500 Haven, Schenectady, New York,
Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washing -9,600 ton, Richmond, Pittsburgh, Buffalo,
Cleveland, Detroit, Toledo, Chi -154,000 cago, Milwaukee and St. Louis.

8,500

6,200

7,560

San Diego and Los Angeles served
by micro -wave relay.
LEGEND: Underlined cities have TV

service, followed by number
of stations on air.

Construction Permit

"Television demands the un-
divided efforts of a represen-
tative devoted exclusively to
the development of television
sales in the national field.

HARRINGTON,
EXCLUSIVE TELE
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INE'S STATUS MAP

ST PAUL -MIN V. 2 1

AMES I

MILWAUKH I GRAND RAPIDS 1.
1 LANSING

CALAMAZOO 1

CHI:AGO 
C A VE NP 0 ITT

IS CI- Y

LAHC.MA CITY 1

DA -LAS 2

HOU,TOPI I

ocK ISLA

PEOtIA 2

INDIA NAP

ILOOMINGTO

ST. LOURS 1

MEMPHIS

P ASHVILLE 1

CINCI

SYRACUSE
1 2

ROCHESTER 1

BUFFALO I

BINGHAMTON I

ERIE I

LANCASTER 1

COLUMBUS I 2

UNTIPGTON 1

BOSTON 2 1

PROVIDENCE

NEW HAVEN I

NEW YORK 6 1

PHILADELPHIA 3

ILMINGTON I

/TIMOR' 3
viASHINGTON 4

RICHMOND I

LOUISVILLE 1 1 NORFOLK 1

GREENSBORO I

2 1
BIRMINGHAM 1 1

NEW ORLI AN, 1 2

ik PARSONS, INC.
REPRESEXTATIVES*

ToNVElt. IIICAGo, 1EL.

CHARLOTTE 1 I

ACKSONVILLE 4

T. PETERSIB

WBEN-TV BUFFALO, NEW YORK

WFMY-TV GREENsBoRo.

WTMJ-TV \II \\ \Ikif \\ s

4

Oklahoma City
WKY-TV

Philadelphia
WPTZ (N)
WCAU-TV (C)
WFIL-TV (A, D1

Pittsburgh
WDTV (A, C, D, N)

Providence
WJAR-TV (N)

Richmond
WTVR (D, N)

Rochester
WHAM -TV IC, N)

St. Louis
KSD-TV 1 C, D, N)

St. Paul -Minneapolis
KSTP-TV IN)
WTCN-TV (A, C, D1

Salt Lake City
KDYL-TV (N)
KSL-TV (C, D)

San Diego
KFMB-TV (A, Cl

San Francisco
KPIX (C, D, N)
KGO-TV (A)

Schenectady
WRGB (C, D, NI/

Seattle
KRSC-TV (C, D, Nl

Syracuse
WHEN (C, D)

Toledo
WSPD-TV (C, D)

Washington
WMAL-TV (A)
WNBW (N)
WOIC IC)
WTTG (D)

Wilmington
WDEL-TV

4,200

190,000

22,000

11,748

13,065

3,400

36,976

20,250

5,600

4,500

8,200

27,500

7,500

6,254

18,000

51,000

8,600

Receiver figures are based on station,
distributor and dealer estimates, and
are presented as an informed approxi-
mation rather than an exact count,
subject to adjustment each month.

FALL OPENING DATES
OF NEW STATIONS:
Columbus

WBNS-TV August
WTVN September

Dallas
KBTV Sept. 1

KRLD-TV Oct. 1

Davenport
WOC-TV August

Greensboro
WFMY-TV September

Huntington
WSAZ-TV September

Johnstown
WJAC-TV Sept. 15

Kansas City
WDAF-TV Nov. 1

Los Angeles
KECA-TV Sept. 1

New York
WOR-TV Fall

Omaha
KMTV September
WOW -TV September

Peoria
WMBD

San Francisco
KRON-TV

Tulsa
KOVB

Utica -Rome
WKTV

August

Oct. 1

August

Fall



TELEVISION

commercial
techniques

By BOYCE NEMEC
Society of Motion Picture Engineers

HERE are a few words intended
to reduce, or at least soften,

the blows that fall on the adver-
tising agency man who finds him-
self in trouble when a television
film commercial doesn't *look right
on the advertisers home receivers.
Several "rules in brief" will be good
things to remember. Like most
rules, they are not inflexible but
also, like crossing the street against
the light, it is always wise to be
aware of what you are doing.

In general, the agency, the film
producer and the film director
should plan the script of a television
film so that the picture can be shot
with perhaps only minor infractions
of these rules.

The rules are these -
1. Compose the picture and plan

the action with the size of the home
receivers in mind. 'Tight' scenes
and close action will give the best
results.

2. Light the scene to give the
desired highlights and then illum-
inate the shadows with plenty of
fill light so that such things as ear-
rings, neckties, ears and teeth will
come through clearly. The receiver
has a tendency to lose either light
or dark detail and can do a better
job with highlights if such things
as the background and shadows are
also fairly well illuminated.

3. The film laboratory develops
the negative and what they consider
normal should be all right for pic-
tures to be televised.

4. Making the release print is
also the job of the film laboratory
and it is generally agreed that
prints about two printer points

light (the laboratory will know
what this means) seem to give the
best results.

Good results will produce con-
tented sponsors, provided parts of
the commercial don't get lost in
transmission. Another good rule is
to make certain that all important
action and all printed titles be com-
posed with liberal top, bottom and
side margins. With circular re-
ceiver screens becoming popular, it
is safest to lop the corners off a
little also. Top and bottom margins
of eight or nine per cent and side
margins of about twelve or thirteen
per cent, with generous corner
allowances, will make sure that the
travails of "Hop Along Cassidy"
reach the avid younger generation.

Brief Your Crew
And Don't "Kibitz"

When it comes actually to making
a film to be televised, the film pro-
duction crew should be told as clear-
ly as possible what the needs of the
moment are and should then be left
to their own devices. Experienced
camera talent comes high, and al-
though cameramen are generally a
very patient lot, 'kibitzing' is some-
times as hard for them to take on
the set as in a poker game. Compo-
sition and camera angle are an im-
portant part of the artistry in the
finished film and the final effect will
suffer if the cameraman has too
much help.

The lighting equipment and cam-
era are the cameraman's tools. The
camera is not really a part of this
discussion but it will be helpful to
know what the lights are and how
they are used. The brightest is, of
course, the arc light and on black
and white sets they are generally
used for the key light. Arc spot
lamps are highly directional and
will give the effect that the sun is
shining directly on the subject.

There are other arc lamps u
general and fill lighting . .

prime advantage being that E
piece of equipment on an ;

crowded set will deliver a
quantity of light.

Incandescent lamps del:
smaller quantity of light lc

much easier to handle. TI
quire little attention and
used as spotlights for key li
for general illumination
other ways for fill light. Th
the lamps that are general]
to produce luminous shadoi

Light Sources
Fluorescent lights are ni

centrated sources and are ge
used where shadowless effe
desired. Where a great quer
light is needed, large ba.
fluorescent tubes can be us.
they have a disadvantage :

they require a great deal
space.

Briefly then, the film stu
is lighted with :-

Arc or incandescent spot
for the main or key light;

Incandescent flood lamps f
eral lighting;

Smaller incandescent floc
the fill light that is used to
up' hard shadows.

Remember that these a
tools of the cameraman. TI
what the final results she
and let him decide which
tools to use and how to use t
the cameraman is capable,
sults will be most pleasing
they are not, apologize to th
sor and use another cam.
next time.

There is a great deal more
story of composition and li
For a larger helping of such
get in touch with us, the Soo
Motion Picture Engineers.

litricoll-Pro
1111,,11111141P-SyStelerdifiefil

at 3644.50 tSilent Model CM -71-S) provides a
professional camera for producing 16mm
Television Films, with ease and economy.

Write today for Free Auricon Catalog

BERNDT-BACH, Inc.
7373 Beverly Blvd., Los Angeles 36, Calf.

MANUFACTURERS OF SOUND -ON -FILM RECORDING EQUIPMENT SINCE 1931
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Whatever your television photographic pro-
duction problem may be ... there's a Du Pont
Film to help you handle it.

Du Pont Films have kept stride with the
progress of television. They're a product of
years of intensive photographic research- plus
wide field experience-and they've been espe-
cially designed to fill present TV needs.

Du Pont Films are used extensively through-
out the motion picture industry and now film
producers and cameramen heartily endorse
these new Du Pont Films for television:

TYPE 330

TYPE 628

-a new 16 mm. Rapid Reversal
fine grain Pon Film for high-speed
processing of TV shows, newsreels,
documentary subjects. It's an anti -
halation film of wide latitude and
has many other desirable qualities.

An informative technical bulletin on Type 330
will be sent on request.

-a new 16 mm. fine grain, low
contrast film stock designed ex-
clusively for TV Kinescope record-
ing.

Both these new Du Pont Films for television are now
contributing to optimum pictorial and single system
sound results. Other standard 16 mm. and 35 mm.
Du Pont Motion Picture Films round out the wide
selection of superior films available to meet every tele-
vision pictorial production requirement. If you're a
user of film for television . . . phone or write the nearest
office listed below.

E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS & CO. (INC.)
Photo Products Department
Wilmington 98, Delaware

New York 11
Los Angeles 38
Atlanta 3
Chicago 18
Boston 10
Philadelphia 2
Cleveland 14

248 West 18th Street
6656 Santa Monica Boulevard

1115 Candler Building
3289 N. California Avenue

140 Federal Street
225 South 15th Street

2028 Union Commerce Building

DU PONT MOTION PICTURE FILM

UPDO
A '

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING...THROUGH CHEMISTRY
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produetion
techniques

DUE to the limited range of
picture tube brightness sub-

ject contrast should be controlled
wherever possible. It is not always
necessary to resort to flat lighting
in order to hold contrast with the
brightness range, but even lighting
is essential, particularly over large
picture areas. In short, large pic-
ture areas must have about the
same average illumination. Other-
wise, wide variations in brightness
over the area will have to be com-
pensated for by adjustment of the
shading controls. Furthermore, the
general intensity of illumination
from scene to scene should be kept
constant so that the level of the TV
signal does not change markedly;
for this reason, night scenes should
be avoided where possible.

Avoid low key lighting where the
principal part of the picture is in

shadows. Television doesn't repro-
duce extreme blacks faithfully, but
instead causes a flare on the black
areas.

Avoid excessive use of artistic
highlighting, and don't use too
many spots. The difference between
the white light and the grey on the
actor's face, for example, doesn't
register.

Avoid pure white backgrounds
behind actors to eliminate the dan-
ger of faces merging into the back-
ground itself. Conversely, avoid
dark backgrounds against light
subjects.

Avoid too many contrasting
scenes, insofar as lighting extremes
are concerned. A very dark scene
followed by a very light scene
makes it difficult for the shading
engineer.

Shooting
Action within scenes should be

continuous. Where inanimate ob-
jects are shown for any period of
time, motion of the camera by
zooming, change of angle, traveling,
or slow panning should be substi-
tuted to accomplish the effect of
action. In the transition from one

For Your Convenience . . . .

Complete facilities and equipment espe-
cially designed for efficient television film
production are now available to you.

Conveniently located in the heart of

Manhattan, these studios offer the adver-

tiser, agency and producer "on location"
supervisory control and economies.

At no obligation to you, let us specifically

analyze your television film production

problem. Write or Phone

SEABOARD STUDIOS INC.
MOTION PICTURE PRODUCERS
157 EAST 69th STREET

REGENT 7-9200

scene to another, it is desira
use lap dissolves, quick fad
instantaeous "cuts," timed to
pace with the program.

Keep actors closely group
facilitate the use of close-up:
cordingly, keep casts down
minimum.

Use more action and ca

movement to counter -balance
close-ups and close groupiir
the cast.

Avoid too many long shots
the camera is a long distance
the actors, thus making th
small part of the picture. Act
a long shot should be used of
establish location.

Avoid too rapid panning.
Avoid crowding the p

frame, i.e., center the action
middle of the frame, thereby
ing ample space on sides, to
bottom. Curvature of the
sometimes eliminates these o
areas, causing loss of inforr
at the edges of the frame. Th
most important production
and is stressed by TV statio
directors. Recent data from of
tion indicates that because a
ment of picture size in hor

1I

Fully equipped 4 -channel recording studio

Per monent functional kitchen set.
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all the best in
film equipment and

accessories
immediate delivery from

sales
rentals
service

stock

E. J. BARNES AND COMPANY, INC.
CONCOURSE SHOP 7 10 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA N.Y.C.

PL 7-0200

ceivers varies greatly, all signifi-
cant action and subject material
should be kept within a central area
having 81/2% top and bottom mar-
gins and 13% side margins. When
this is done, a large majority of
receivers will show the all-impor-
tant information.

Keep away from complicated
weaves, patterns, checks or overly

Figure 1

SOUND MOTION PICTURE
PROJECTORS

TRANSCRIPTION PLAYBACKS

WIRE RECORDERS

PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEMS

PROJECTION SCREENS

TAPE RECORDERS

SOUND SLIDE FILM
PROJECTORS

FILMSTRIP PROJECTORS

RECORD PLAYERS

FILM EDITING EQUIPMENT

FILM STORAGE EQUIPMENT

STEREOPTICONS

CONTINUOUS PROJECTION
EQUIPMENT

fancy backgrounds. Titles must be
in large, clear lettering to be leg-
ible, using black and white or gray
and black combinations. It is also
advised here to avoid crowding the
frame on titles.

For silent films with live an-
nouncer, be certain of good cues
for the audio portion.

On commercials have the script

Figure 2

checked beforehand with the TV
station sales department if possible;
this will eliminate the necessity of
costly changes if approval is not
given.

A breakdown of footage for each
scene of a film insert or spot com-
mercial is helpful.

Allow plenty of leader at the be -
(continued on page 35)

Figure 3

OLD PRINCIPLE PLUS NEW TECHNIQUE: LOW-COST COMMERCIALS. A long stride toward low -budget commercial produc-
tion was made recently by Spectrolux Television Corp.. which unveiled a system of achieving animation through the use of
colored filtered light. By flashing the lights on and off the photographed information is given the effect of motion, dissolves,
etc. which is picked up by the camera. The lights are controlled by rheostats and permit fast or slow action photography, as
desired. Illustrations above show the basic principle of the Spectrolux technique, which can turn out commercials for as
low as S30 apiece. (FIGURE 1) Under normal light both bars "A" and "B" are visible, and will photograph as separate
bars. (FIGURE 2) When colored filtered light from lamp A is turned on, bar "B" disappears, and only bar "A" will photo-
graph. (FIGURE 3) When lamp B is on, through a colored filter of the opposite characters from lamp A, using terms
of "complementary" colors, bar "A" disappears, and only bar "B" will photograph.
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Turret Lens Plate with Remote Iris Control

DU MONT LABORATORIES, INC. TELEVISION EQUIPMENT DIVISION, 42 HARDING AVE., CLIFTON, N. J. DU MONT NET'S ORK
WABD, 515 MADISON AVE., NEW YORK 22, N. Y. DU MONT.S JCHN WANAMAKER TELEVISION STUDIOS, NEW YORK 3, ;

WTTG, WASHINGTON, D. C. STATION DTV, PITTSBURGH, PA. HOME OFFICES AND PLANTS, PASSAIC AND EAST PATERSON,
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By JOHN MAURER
President, J. A. Maurer, Inc.

11 HE past fifteen years have seen
a constantly increasing per-

centage of industrial and educa-
tional motion pictures produced
directly in the 16 -mm size. Numer-
ous producing companies, equipped
for photography and sound record-
ing solely on 16 -mm film, have firm-
ly established themselves in spite
of vehement opposition from older
organizations which refuse to con-
cede that technically good results
can be obtained on any film smaller
than 35 -mm.

It is natural that these 16 -mm
producers are today seeking their
share of the film business created
by television. It is equally natural
that all of the old arguments against
16 -mm production are again being
advanced. Unfortunately, many of
the advertisers and agency execu-
tives who now make the decisions
regarding film "commercials" and
other uses of film in television have
had no previous motion picture ex-
perience. They are understandably
confused by claims and counter-
claims which, too often, take the
form of generalizations like "16 -mm
is unsatisfactory. If you want re-
sults, you must do it in 35," or "16 -
mm is perfectly adequate and much
cheaper." If this brief discussion
can make it possible for such puzzled
executives to see beyond these mis-
leading generalizations and analyze
their problems in the light of the
pertinent facts, it will, I think, have
performed a real and important ser-
vice for the television industry.

iii

The above is an enlarged reproduction of a 16mm original which shows that it is
capable of more definition than television requires. Note that the RMA resolution

chart exactly filled the 16mm frame.

Here, briefly, are some of the
most important of these pertinent
facts:

(1) Two-thirds of all existing
TV stations are equipped only for
16 -mm film. Network executives see
no prospect of any increase in the
percentage of 35 -mm installations.

(2) All but one of the leading
companies doing kinescope record-
ing of live television programs use
16 -mm film, and there is no prospect
that any of them will change to
35 -mm.

(3) Both 35 -mm and 16 -mm films
are capable of providing substan-
tially more picture detail than can
be utilized by the standard televi-
sion channel (see figures 1 and 2) .

Good Picture Quality
Obtainable On Both

(4) Good pictorial "quality,"
which includes such characteristics
as softness or brilliance (where de-
sired), "roundness" or illusion of
depth, and "atmosphere," is readily
obtainable in pictures photographed
on either size of film. All of these
qualities in a picture are controlled
primarily by studio lighting. But-
and this is of the greatest impor-
tance-the materials most suitable
for 16 -mm professional photography
require a lighting technique decid-
edly different from that generally
used by 35 -mm cameramen. For that
reason, adequate experience in 16 -
mm photography is essential, and
very few 35 -mm cameramen are
able to do good work when they

first attempt to use 16 -mm film.
(5) Good film laboratory service

is available for handling 16 -mm
production, but the number of lab-
oratories able to do first class work
with 16 -mm film is much smaller
than the number of 35 -mm labora-
tories. Bad film laboratory work
will, of course, ruin any production.

(6) When good equipment is
used for both recording and repro-
duction, sound on 16 -mm film close-
ly approaches the standard of qual-
ity established for 35 -mm theatrical
films.

(7) Most of the 16 -mm projectors
now installed in television stations,
however, give decidedly unsatisfac-
tory sound reproduction. This is
partly a matter of the original de-
sign of the machines and partly a
matter of inadequate maintenance.
Fortunately, most of the broadcast-
ers are aware of this defect in their
equipment and now are taking steps
toward its improvement. Much can
be done with careful maintenance
guided by the use of available test
films. It should be pointed out that
the above noted unsatisfactory situ-
ation in the reproduction of film
sound tracks affects all 16 -mm
prints, regardless of whether they
are produced by reduction from 35 -
mm originals or directly in 16 -mm.
It is, therefore, of importance to all
television advertisers that the ap-
paratus be improved as rapidly as
possible.

(8) Most of the obtrusively bad
(continued on page 41)
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KINESCOPE
(continued from page 21)

mull to all recording methods have
been solved rather satisfactorily.
Reconciliation of the 24 frames per
second standard film speed (both
16mm and 35mm) with the 30
frames per second rate of television
has necessitated special recording
camera design and both 35mm and
16mm models are available. Other
problems related to the long con-
tinuous runs to which these cam-
eras are subjected have also been
resolved. Standard sound -on -film
recording techniques are used for
both single system and double sys-
tem recording. Recently developed
equipment has made very high qual-
ity sound on 16mm film a commer-
cial operation. At the present time
the limiting factor in 16mm sound
quality is the projectors with which
the recordings are projected into
the studio film chain. High quality
monitors, usually fed by direct cable
connections within a studio plant
or by special micro wave relays,
have been designed and built. These
units provide the maximum of
image quality and in addition pro -

lo The ONE -STOP STORE for m

FILM PRODUCTION

EQUIPMENT
Since 1926 S.O.S. has supplied leading

film producers wih Studio, Cutting Room
and Lab eqiupment. COMPLETE ASSORT-
MENT IN STOCK-Cameras, L , Booms,
Blimps, Dollies, Moviolas, Recorders, Print-
ers, T.V. Background Projectors, Processors,
etc.-UNDER ONE ROOF.

MULTIPLE F.,
VIDEOLITE

Four 18' Air°, i011i
reflectors for 750
2500 lamps, Mercury
Vapor or 3200° Kel-
vin. Numocushion
stand raises to 8'6".
Head section will
set anywhere. In-

cludes cable and
casters. Entire unit
folds compactly.

Less stand $190
With stand add $28.

Flash, FAMOUS COLOR TRAIN LIGHT KITS
and MAGNECORD TAPE RECORDERS Now
available at s.o.s.

Free! Catalog "Sturelab"
-listing over a thousand "Best Buys" in
new and rebuilt apparatus, is ready. Well -
named "The Bible of the Industry," its
worth having. Write for your FREE copy-
edition is limited.

S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
Dept. K, 602 W. 52nd St., N. Y. 19, N. Y.

j

vide facilities for presenting nega-
tive images, reversed sweeps, etc.
as required by the various end re-
sults for which the video recordings
are intended. Thus the technical
problem has shifted from how to
make the system work at all to how
to make it work better. Quality
improvement programs are well
under way at every such installa-
tion. The demand for video record-
ings has been so great that each
organization concerned has placed
its equipment in commercial opera-
tion as quickly as possible. As a
result of this rapid expansion many
refinements in the process have had
to yield priority to day to day pro-
duction problems.

Network Systems
At the present time negative -

positive double system recording,
that is picture and sound track on
separate film strips, is used by the
Columbia Broadcasting System,
the National Broadcasting Com-
pany, and Allen B. Du Mont Labor-
atories, Inc. All of these networks
use 16mm film for both picture and
sound. Release prints are made by
printing these negatives onto a
single film. The special picture re-
cording cameras were built by the
Eastman Kodak Company and J. M.
Wall, Inc. The sound
equipments are newly designed
high quality units made by RCA,
J. A. Maurer, Inc., and Reeves
Sound Company, Inc. The American
Broadcasting Company uses 16mm
single system negative -positive re-
cording. The film is run through
the Wall Camera and a Maurer
sound recorder in sequence. Prints
are made from the composite nega-
tive.

The Paramount Pictures
system of theater television u
a 35mm single system Akele3
era for recording a direct pi
picture from a negative catho
tube image and records a pt
sound track simultaneously
same camera. The film ru
sequence through the rect
camera, the rapid processin
chine, and the regular theate
j ector.

The many advantages of
recording to the advertiser,
caster, and to the television
try as a whole can only be re
of course, if the system is ec
ically sound. As the numl
stations commercially operat:
creases and the number of 
ing hours increases the prob
providing program material
rect interconnection of statio
probably become tremendous
pensive in initial investmei
operating cost, as well as yes
cult because of time pre
Under these circumstances,
distribution system seems t
the opportunity for better s
ing and lower cost. The ce
of action and timing inhere
film program should also ace
the broadcaster. So far the
photography of television pr
in the studio simultaneous'
broadcasting or at a separe
formance has been both imp
and expensive. On the othe
video recordings, with a r
located installation fed fr
studio, and operating in a
ardized manner, can compe
favorably-with respect to
with either direct station
tions or direct photography

16mm films for television
Selected Sound Subjects High Professionc

Quality Screening Privileges

SPORTS  CARTOONS  MUSICALS  NEWS  RELli
WRITE FOR COMPLETE LIST AND SERVICE DETAILS

OFFICIAL FILMS, Inc. 25 W. 45th STREET, NEW YORK
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sound in
le films

TELEVISION

1
HE importance of high -quality
sound recording for television

transcriptions is emphasized by the
use of FM in television broadcast-
ing. Motion picture sound record-
ing techniques, although capable of
meeting FM standards of quality,
frequently do not. Good sound re-
cording on film depends on a good
mechanical driving mechanism,
wide range amplifier equipment,
precision built galvanometer or
light value equipment, as well as
complete photographic and labora-
tory control of the exposed sound
negative.

Sound on film recording demands
exacting controls due to the many
variables in the process. In a record
recording operation, or in the mag-
netic recording system, you have
very few problems remaining once
a good recording is made. An imme-
diate playback proves up desired
quality. After the sound -on -film re-
cording is made, then your real
trouble begins. For the correct pho-
tographic exposure there is a correct
chemical bath which must develop
the film to close tolerances of tem-
perature and time. Assuming that
these conditions are met, then the
final sound print must be carried
through a similar process of close
control. Proper printing exposure,
as well as the chemical controls,
are essential.

Sound quality standards have
been high as far as the engineering
world is concerned. Great strides in
wide range sound recording have
been made in the past fifteen years.
Unfortunately, the average home
radio set will not reproduce wide
range sound. Tone controls on most
radio sets generally ruin what good
sound quality there might have been
in the set. Network line broadcasts
frequently have such a low top fre-
quency response that the sound
quality is considered poor by any
standards. I mention these facts
only to make a plausible explanation
why the terribly poor sound repro-
duction on film television broad-
casting is tolerated.

by HAZARD E. REEVES
President, Reeves Sound Studios, Inc

Many sound experts are amazed
at the striking contrast between
live FM quality and a poor film
sound recording on television. There
is absolutely no excuse for this situ-
ation. Although there are many
more points of technical control re-
quired in film recording, excuses
for poor sound should not be ac-
cepted.

Both 35mm and 16mm film are
used extensively in television. The
16mm film, due to its reduced speed
(36 feet per minute versus 90 feet
per minute of 35mm film) is more
difficult to record and process. Not
only is more accuracy required in
processing and printing, but also
the reproducing equipment must be
more accurately adjusted to get
reasonably good sound reproduction.

The TV station cannot always
blame poor quality reproduction on
the film. The fault could easily be
in its equipment. Improper thread-
ing of the film in the projector
machine could contribute to poor
quality reproduction. Standard
35mm and 16mm films are available
for checking sound quality of the
equipment.

Producer Should Demand
Highest Standards

The film laboratory frequently
has been the source of poor sound
quality. In the photographic process,
as already mentioned, there are
many variable factors which must
be kept under tight control. Not
only in their chemical controls but
also in their printing controls as
well as the mechanical drive mech-
anisms. Even defective photograph-
ic emulsions have been the source
of trouble.

The purpose of mentioning the
many factors going into quality
control of good sound -on -film re-
cording is not to have the process
appear more difficult and bewilder-
ing. By stressing the main factors
involved it should be easier for pro-
ducers to get higher standards of
quality. A producer should not ac-
cept excuses for poor reproduction.

A good sound engineer can fre-
quently put his finger on the cause
of the trouble. There is test equip-
ment available in any good sound
studio and film laboratory to quickly
prove the cause of poor quality.

In view of the fact that there are
a number of good film recording
facilities as well as excellent film
laboratories available, the television
film producer should make sure that
every phase of the photographic
process is properly carried through.
There is nothing more futile than
to have a poor sound film production
due to unexplained and mysterious
reasons.

An Example of
Unsatisfactory Results

Recently a producer decided to
make a half-hour television produc-
tion. He assumed that he could rent
sound and camera equipment and
that it would naturally get excellent
results. Unfortunately, the sound
recorder was not of high enough
quality to be satisfactory. The loca-
tion where the picture was shot had
bad acoustics and there was inade-
quate power in the building to fur-
nish enough electric current for
both the lights and the sound equip-
ment. I need not go into detail to
state that the end result was tragic.
The production was made on 16mm
film which made problems still more
difficult. I was present to see the
first showing of the film. It was a
complete loss. Just following a rea-
sonable amount of essential proce-
dure would have avoided these
mistakes.

With the acceptance of magnetic
recording in motion picture produc-
tion, problems of control are some-
what reduced. However, there still
remain the same basic problems
of careful procedure. Immediate
playback is positive insurance of a
good track to use in re-recording
to film. Also, one step in the labora-
tory process is eliminated if the
production is to be re-recorded.
There seems no question that mag-
netic recording will be used exten-
sively in television film recordings
and it will be a great aid in better
quality control, plus the fact that a
higher quality of sound recording
is possible by its use.

From the above review of the
factors involved in good sound on
film recording, it is quite apparent
that there is no trick to getting
good sound results. Careful, exact-
ing controls from the film negative
right through to the final reproduc-
ing machine should insure consist-
ent results which can meet the de-
mands of FM sound quality.
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profitable pattern
for iv film production
AFTER COMPLETING 26 PROGRAMS FOR P&G,
GTE LOOKS TO MARKETING FOR PROFIT

By GORDON LEVOY
General Television Enterprises. Inc.

I ET us look at the method of
I marketing in the motion pic-
ture industry. When a photoplay
is produced, whether for a hundred
thousand dollars or a million dol-
lars, we never expect to recapture
the cost of it from its initial usage,
and no one dares to think that a
booking into the Music Hall The-
atre, or even over the Loew's cir-
cuit, should pay for the entire ex-
pense. Rather does the producer
amortize the cost by selling first -
runs, then second -runs, third -runs,
etc.

There is no reason why, there-
fore, that this same procedure can-
not be applied to television. Instead
of selling first -run rights to a cir-
cuit, they can be sold to an initial
sponsor; then instead of selling
second -run rights to another cir-
cuit, they can be sold either to a
secondary sponsor or possibly lim-
ited to sale for regional sponsors
or sustaining use, and likewise,
instead of selling the independent
theatres thereafter subsequent
rights, the film can be sold to inde-
pendent stations, each of which
would, in effect, be an independent
theatre operator.

Take a concrete example: suppose
that a film running 26:25 were to
cost $10,000. This would mean that
the producer would have to ask
$12,000 for it in order to gain for
himself a sufficient profit, together
with a margin for contingencies
and increased labor costs. Because
of the fact that there are still but a
few thousand sets in some markets
an agency does not feel that it
would want to pay that much for a

film presentation per week. There
is no need to do so, however, unless
the agency or the sponsor insists
on keeping and shelving it so that
no one else may use it, which is a
tremendous waste. There is no rea-
son why they cannot have the ad-
vantage of such a program for
$7,000 with certain clearance rights
and privileges, and at a subsequent
date a secondary sponsor have the
rights for $5,000, thus amortizing
the cost to the producer and ena-
bling the producer at a still later
date to sell the product gainfully.
Similarly, a sponsor could acquire
a quarter-hour show for about
$3,000 nationally, and get all the
benefits of a motion picture much
more expensively produced.

Examine the relative costs of live
shows as opposed to motion picture
shows. Generally speaking, an agen-
cy is quoted a package price for a
live show and usually it is on a
similar basis to that of radio where-
in it includes director, cast, script,
musicians and music, and some-
times extras, and the price is quoted
at $4,000. Little is said about the
camera rehearsal time that may run
another $2,000, or the studio labor
and sets, painting, lights and other
physical requisites which may run
another thousand dollars, and vari-
ous other sundries that all in all
make this very deceptive price of
$4,000 in reality closer to $7,500.
An agency, therefore, has to endure
all of the headaches and heartaches
involved in a live show with the
limitations in its production poten-
tialities with the true price of this
$4,000 show becoming $7,500,

whereas, under the plan th
offers, as will be shown
beautifully constructed adul
tainment motion picture p
at a cost of $10,000 can be
this agency in its place I
$7,000 or even $5,000. A
this is the fact that the
itself is involved in no cost c
vising the production, w
numerous problems that E
that it receives twenty-six
two finished pictures-w
commercials even instertes
quested-and all it has to
take the photoplays prepare
vance, ready far ahead of E
and give them to the proje
for transmission.

Then what and why is
Television Enterprises, Inc
osity seems to have arise!
because the industry is no
type -classify it. It is not
ducer, an agent, nor a sal.
sentative; it simply arras
production and distributio
tion picture photoplays E

produced and designed
vision. This, of course, ie

radio but it is customer:
motion picture field, where
essential branches of the
are production, distribut
exhibition.

Today much of televisioi
tation is a fad which wil
irksome unless better e
ment is offered. On the otl
if a sponsor or an agency
to say "we cannot pay f
entertainment until there
sets," they are faced witI
stacle that more sets wi
sold until there is better
ment. The only way, there
the sponsor or the agency
this vicious circle, if they
invest in the future and n.
by while others secure a.
the valuable time franchi
abandon the archaic starts
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tion that they must own the product
exclusively.

Should an agency say to its cli-
ents: "We know that these pictures
are excellent productions and cost
much more than $2,500 to make,
but we cannot use them due solely
to the fact that a non-competitive
sponsor displayed the same pictures
some time prior thereto." and in so
doing either lose the opportunities
of television and time franchises,
or continue to present bad enter-
tainment, 75% of that which is on
the television screen today being
bad entertainment? Can it be said,
for example, that an oil company
cannot benefit from advertising in
connection with a show that was
previously used for soap; or that a
food product cannot derive suitable
entertainment from motion picture.:
once used for cigarettes?

On these principles GTE has
entered into its first contracts and
agreed to deliver fifty-two episodes
to Procter and Gamble, each a beau-
tifully constructed photoplay at
much less than its actual cost.
Twenty-six were to have been de-
livered by August 15 to start run-
ning on September 6th, and actually
were produced and ready for deliv-
ery before that date, so that the

sponsor and the agency can lean
back, knowing that their shows are
ready to be handed over to the pro-
jectionist. By the same token we
were able to convince Procter and
Gamble and Compton Advertising,
Inc., of the wisdom of this method
so that this product will be used by
them in the twenty-four cities of
the eastern and midwestern net-
works on a basis of thirty days
clearance. Thus a secondary sponsor
can use these same pictures for
such sponsorship-either nationally
or regionally-because the excel-
lence and quality of production are
constant, as are the excellence and
quality of a production of a motion
picture that first plays the Music
Hall Theatre, then goes on to suc-
cessive subsequent runs.

TECHNIQUES
(cont'd from page 29)

ginning and end of a film. Station
requirements range from three sec-
onds (about two feet of 16mm) to
15 feet; others prefer the "Acad-
emy" leader, which allows time for
cueing in and shading, and helps
eliminate any fluffs due to close
timing.

The average life expectancy of
prints is from 300 to 500 showings,

provided projection equipment is in
good shape and the print is care-
fully handled. Since this is not al-
ways the case, it's wise to furnish
the station with two or three prints.
Thus, if film is damaged, the addi-
tional print will be insurance
against an unsatisfactory commer-
cial.

Successful use of color prints on
black and white TV depends large-
ly on the color contrasts in the
original film. There must be ample
separation in colors, particularly in
the pastels, for clear reproduction.
Some stations set the percentage of
acceptable color prints at 80%.

There are several steps before an
agency or advertiser secures release
prints. First is the negative in the
camera which, when developed, is
called the original or master nega-
tive. A copy, or fine-grain negative,
is used for making prints instead of
the original negative-since a dam-
aged original is very difficult to fix.
A work print is used with the copy
negative for cutting and editing,
for scoring the picture with music
and for adding sound. When this is
finished, the copy negative is cut
up to coincide with the work print.
Then the two negatives are made
into release prints.

EASTMAN FILMS

The World's Standard for
All Television Purposes
As They Have Been For
Over Forty Years in Motion
Pictures..

DISTRIBUTED BY

J E BRULATOUR INC.
FORT LEE, N. J.

LOngacre 5-7270

CHICAGO 16, ILL.

HArrison 7-5738

HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF.

Hillside 6131
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cutting room*
a monthly critique of current commercials
Cartoons, as a means of establishing name identifica-

tion, have been used successfully by advertisers in

printed media, and are perhaps more effective-if

cleverly produced-in television. Cartoon commercials

have the ability to capture and hold the viewer's

interest, which in many cases is more difficult in the

straight, literal approach. Camels, Ford and Ballantine

commercials shown here are examples of the highly

effective use of the cartoon technique.

The famous whimsy of the Dr. Seuss cartoons enables the

Ford commercial to make a direct service (and sales)

pitch while being thoroughly entertaining. Produced

by United Productions for J. Walter Thompson.

14111. -

The Camel cigarette
a Transfilm producti
Esty, again illustra
use of modern cartoo
simulate animation.
camera does the work
fraction of the cost
animation. First to
this technique was Y
cam for the Sanka we
(Audio Productions)
still in a class by

To those acquainted with abstract film work the possibilities of its

commercial application have always been apparent. Full credit must go

to J. Walter Thompson's film department for the first (so far as we

know) utilization of abstract art in a TV commercial. Using an excep-

tionally clever and rhythmic musical score as a base, JWT has produced

for Ballantine one of video's most effective commercial series to date.

The clever art work used by the sponsor in printed media has been trans-

ferred to TV with imagination and humor in simulated animation. The

various commercials in the series parody stories of fact and fancy (such

as "Yankee Doodle" shown below), supplemented by rhyming commentary.

Here is a prime example of a commercial that provides solid entertain-

ment in one minute and at the same time delivers the sales message with

maximum impact. Agency used the services of Sarra and Depicto in pro-

ducing the series.



Six thousand miles of travel...seven babies (finally
narrowed down to one)...two days of actual shooting-
all for a 13 -second sequence. A large cast and set
illustrating a county fair atmosphere for a single
scene showing a cake baked with Crisco winning a blue
ribbon award...location shooting to get a waterfall
scene when there are thousands of feet of stock film
available. Extravagant? Not at all! It's this kind
of thinking and production that makes the new Procter
& Gamble commercials so effective. Only a thorough
understanding of what makes good film on the part of
the agency and the producer (Compton and Special Pur-
pose Films) could have made this possible.

SPF had a task on its hands, and could easily have
balked at some of the difficulties imposed in produc-
tion. A trip to Los Angeles was necessary because
New York law prohibits the use of babies in commercial
motion pictures. But the extra effort paid off. The
baby sequence in the Ivory Soap commercial consumes
only 13 -seconds, but enough footage was obtained for a
one -minute film titled "Miss America, 1970" which P&G
will probably find useful until that year. It might
also have been easier-and more economic-to keep the
cast down to, say, one woman contestant and a judge in
the Crisco commercial, but here again, sincerity called
the turn. Simulated atmosphere of a county fair pro-
vides the proper ring of authenticity not otherwise
possible, and gives the viewer the feeling of "sitting
in" on the real thing. Such authenticity should
definitely produce sales for Crisco.

The humorous approach-often a dangerous selling tech-
nique with boomerang tendencies-is effectively handled
in another Crisco commercial: the situation of a "summer
widower" doing his own baking. If the theme is a bit
jaded, its objective is not: the product is simple to
use. A departure in visual technique is used for Duz,
in which product identification gets the heaviest play.
The announcer does his job before a huge box of Duz,
meanwhile tossing newly -washed clothing on a trick
clothesline behind him.

In spite of the refusal to compromise on costs, the
series of nine one -minute commercials came in under
$2,000 apiece. Closer script editing may well have
cut costs to one-half this figure, but it's evident
the extra outlay will more than pay off P&G, not only
in more showings per dollar, but in all-important sales
effectiveness.

Duz



40.

"Sugar and Spica . . . and a skin so nice." One look at
Procter and Gamble's Miss America for 1970, and you'll
agree. And you'll be seeing her, too, starting this September
on miles of TV films for the soap that's 99 44/100% pure.

Procter 6- Gamble's Miss America of 197C

 Procter and Gamble asked us to tell the story of
the most famous soap in the world in a series of TV
commercials. Despite an unplanned trip of 6,000 miles,

,the "IVORY LOOK" went on film .. . right on sched-
ule . . . right on the budget. You could and should
expect this kind of service preparing your television
commercials. But, more than that, you should look

for creative ability when exploring this n
matic medium.

We will be glad to show you the Procter and
commercials we've just prepared, and show I
this same creative ability and professional to
can help sell your products through TV com
or sponsored films. Call us, won't you? PLazi

Special Purpose Films, inc.
16 EAST 58 STREET, NEW YORK 22, N.

motion pictures . . . television commercials . . . slide films

packaged entertainment for television
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the commercial
WHAT THE ADVERTISER AND THE AGENCY
SHOULD KNOW ABOUT PLANNING AND COSTS

Ey H. G. CHRISTENSEN

THE main question in the minds
of the sponsors is how much

will the film cost. And before any
legitimate producer can even ap-
proximate costs he will have to
know the following major factors.
There are still others but these,
briefly outlined, will give some idea
why estimates can't be handed out
on the spot, and will show why
films cost money.

Script: The first requisite, and
a most important one, is a good
script writer. Don't think because
you're making a minute movie you
don't need as good a writer as you
would on a five -reeler. If anything
you need a better one. (Remember
the guy who apologized for the
length of a letter he'd written, by
saying he didn't have time to write
a short one?) That also goes for
scripts. The cost of a script is
flexible, depending on the amount
of time, research and contact neces-
sary.

Director: Everything said about
the writer goes for the director-
in spades. His is the responsibility
for the final result, providing of
course he has that good script
we're talking about. His interpreta-
tion, planning and direction can
make or break a picture. His cost
will vary, but this is not a place
to economize.

Cast: Here too is where at-
tempted economy can lead to ruin.
They come at all prices from $25.00
a day up to four figures for "name"
talent! It pays to get the best in
proven ability and performance.

Sets: When sets are necessary
-living rooms, offices, salesrooms,
kitchens, and the like-they pre-
sent a very flexible cost factor. How
many? What size? How elaborate?
What period? Can they be stock
sets or must they be especially
designed and built? to
these questions affect costs in a
major way.

Locations: Locations may be
either interiors (such as factories,
offices, salesrooms, service stations,
etc.) or exteriors, which of course
could be anything and anywhere.
How many scenes? Where located?
What are transportation facilities?
What about hotel accommodations
for crew? How many shooting days
required? How much lighting
equipment? Are scenes silent or
sound? All these factors must be
known - and more - before costs
can be figured.

Studio: How many scenes? Sound
or silent? How large a crew at
union scale? How many sets to be
lit? How many days required?

Properties: Who furnishes them?
If so, what part? What does the
studio have to get? Are they ob-
tainable locally or must they be
bought? Must they be in a certain
period, ultra modern, or just old
fashioned? Do some have to be
made? Props can cost a little or a
lot-it all depends on what they
are.

Wardrobe: The questions posed
for props can be repeated for cos-
tumes-plus the fact that they must
fit the wearer, photograph well and

(continued on page 48)
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Westerns
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Sports

Travel

YOUR ASSURANCE

Because of the sound foundation on
which NU -ART and the name of
FIEDWIG have been built, the trade
may be assured of integrity and

dependability.

QUANTITY and QUALITY

Because of the amount of films we
have, we are ready to consider bulk
programming contracts whereby the
stations save considerably on their
costs.

Write to:
TV DEPT. G. W. HEDWIG

FOR

SMART

TELEVISION

COMMERCIALS

Cht
VRESPONSIBILITY

0 GET PRICES FROM

VIDEO VARIETIES
BEFORE YOU

ORDER FILMS

SYMBOL OF

RESPONSIBILITY

VIDEO
VARIETIES
CORPORATION

OFFICE
41 E. 50th ST.
STUDIOS
510 W. 57th ST.
NEW YORK
MURRAY HILL 8-1162
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KIMATION is the making of a
different picture for each

frame of a strip of motion picture
film. As in live action or straight
motion picture photography, if
each image is different (in a differ-
ent position) the illusion of motion
is created. In a 20 second short,
there are 30 feet of motion picture
film. There are 16 frames per foot;
16 x 30 = 480. Thus one may have
480 separate drawings for each 20
second spot.

It is not hard to see where the
high cost of animation stems from,
when you consider that each of
these drawings has to be rendered
in its own peculiar way, and then
photographed, one at a time.

This process-continuous action
that does not repeat itself-is called
"full animation." This is the most
expensive type of animation. It is
possible to cut down the costs by
designing a film that does not re-
quire full animation.

animation
By JACK ZANDER
President, East Coast Division, Screen Cartoonists Guild
and Director of Animation, Transfilm, Inc.

A good illustration of this differ-
ence can be given by visualizing a
character or object walking off in
perspective. This requires separate
drawings for each position, as the
object gets smaller and further
away-and the whole scene may re-
quire hundreds of drawings. But,
if the same character walks on a
plane across the screen, or on a
panoramic background, it is pos-
sible to keep him walking for as
long as we wish with only 10 or 20
drawings.

Cyc!e Animation
Is Economic Method
This action, or any action that

repeats itself, is called a "cycle"
and, as the same few drawings are
used over and over, it makes for a
distinct saving. Thus, a horse gal-
loping, a train running on tracks,
a man walking-these are actions
which can be effective and yet save

the advertiser some money
an entire short is based on a
witness the 20 second "Pist
spot for Camels, and the
Seltzer Train" spot.

Another technique which
employed to save money is I
era dissolve. Instead of 10 d
for a change of position of
acter, it is possible to cross -
in 8 or 10 frames from one
to another, and give a ve
vincing impression of moti

There are, in fact, an
number of stages between
mation and the simplest
movements. This is why it ii
important to work with an
who understand the differe
niques, and who are strai
ward with agencies in tellii
exactly how money can b
and effects achieved. At tl
time, agencies must unc
that there are no easy and i
sive ways of doing full an
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New Ampro "Repeater" ideally
suited for television previewing ...
COMPACT, COMPLETE . . . an entire sound
movie theater in one lightweight carrying
case. Projector, speaker, amplifier-even the
projection screen are all in one neat unit.
NO REEL ARMS, NO THREADING . . . just
plug it in, snap open the screen and show a
brilliantly clear sound movie in a normally
lighted room.
EASY SERVICING . . . merely lift off
the entire case for instant servicing.
Everything is completely accessible.
REPEAT SHOWINGS are possible with-
out re -winding or re -threading.
FULL SIZE, FULL QUALITY ... weigh
ing only 36 pounds, the "Repeater"
offers brilliant 300 watt illumination,
full quality, Underwriters Approval.

WITH THE NEW

AMPRIfREPEATE
16mm. one -case sound -on -film projector

Here is the greatest "television show salesman" you've ever seen! '
wonderfully compact sound -on -film projector, complete in one lightwe
screen and all ... makes it possible to present sound films of full television
commercials anywhere-without fuss, bother or delay. Clients, prospect!
salesmen, can now see television programs exactly as they will appear o
Just place the Ampro "Repeater" anywhere, snap it open, plug it in . .

seconds, you can present a clear, bright sound motion picture in any normal
room! For merchandising, promoting, selling or pre -testing television can
this unit is ideal.

GET ALL THE DETAILS about this remarkable new aid to more effect

more profitable television promotion. Mail the handy coupon right n

A General Prevision
1.quipme.d Corporation Subsidiary

r-
AMPRO CORPORATION
2835 N. Western Ave., Chicago 18, Ill.
Gentlemen: I am interested in this dramatic new way
to present television programs and commercials.
Please rush me full details on the new Ampro
one -case "Repeater" sound projector right away!

NAME_ ___

ADDRESS

CITY STATE
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16MM
(continued from page 31)

sound heard in connection with film
telecasts today is due to the contin-
uing use of old films. Even on the
present, generally unsatisfactory
equipment, a good 16 -mm film will
give a passable result. The excep-
tion to this statement occurs when
projector mechanisms are permit-
ted to get into a condition in which
they reproduce all musical tracks
with bad "wows." Again, proper
maintenance is all that is required.

(9) Many old 16 -mm films have
unpleasantly high background noise
in their sound tracks. Tracks made
with modern equipment and prop-
erly handled in the film laboratory
consistently show a signal-to-noise
ratio between 45 and 50 decibels,
(very satisfactory from the stand-
point of background noise).

(10) Animation and the simpler
"optical effects" such as fades, dis-
solves and wipes are readily obtain-
able in 16 -mm production. Facilities
for the more elaborate and startling
types of "opticals," however, are
much more limited at the present
than those available to 35 -mm pro-
ducers.

Skill Is The Keynote
With the above FACTS in mind,

we are ready to consider a general
statement that is far more perti-
nent than those mentioned at the
beginning of this article: THE
MOST IMPORTANT INGREDI-
ENT IN ANY MOTION PICTURE
IS THE SKILL OF ITS PRODU-
CER. If a producer is competent,
is experienced in 16 -mm and pre-
fers to work with 16 -mm equip-
ment, he will obtain good results,
and he will not undertake to do
work for which he does not have
proper equipment and facilities. If
he is not competent, it doesn't mat-
ter what equipment or film size
he uses.

It is pertinent, too, that the more
elaborate the production contem-
plated, the less is the advantage of
working with 16 -mm equipment.
As a general rule the 16 -mm pro-
ducer can provide a given result
at a lower price than the 35 -mm
producer because his overhead is
lower, because he does not have to
pay for extensive fireproofing of his
facilities, and because his more mo-
bile equipment permits him to work
faster and with less personnel.
When the production problem re-
quires very elaborate studio facili-
ties, these savings become of less
relative importance in the large
over-all budget.

In making his decision as to
whether or not to entrust his con-
templated production to a given
producer, the advertising executive
should look at examples of work.
Then he should satisfy himself that
the producer has good professional
equipment in good condition, wheth-
er 35 -mm or 16 -mm, and give care-
ful consideration to his business
reputation. The last consideration

should be price. Does the producer's
price fall within the advertiser's
budget? If the prospective producer
can meet requirements in the above
respects, it makes little difference,
except for the probable difference
in cost, whether he shoots in 16 -mm
or 35 -mm; if the picture is to have
national television distribution, the
final prints will have to be made
in 16 -mm in any case.

action!
for all TV Cameras

"BALANCED" TV TRIPOD

(

Complete 360° pan without
ragged or jerky movement is
accomplished with effortless
control. It is impossible to
get anything but perfectly
smooth pan and tilt action
with the "BALANCED" TV
Tripod.

Quick -release pan handle ad-
justment locks into position
desired by operator with no
"play" between pan handle
and tripod head. Tripod head
mechanism is rustproof, com-
pletely enclosed, never re-
quires adjustments, cleaning
or lubrication. Built-in spirit
level. Telescoping extension
pan handle.

Write for further particulars

FRANK C. ZUCKER

CAMERA EQUIPMEHT CD.
1600 BRORDLLIFIY CIEw sDRK CITY

Pat. Pending

This tripod was engineered
and designed expressly to
meet all video camera re-
quirements.

Previous concepts of gyro
and friction type design
have been discarded to
achieve absolute balance,
effortless operation, super -
smooth tilt and pan action,
dependability, ruggedness
and efficiency.

Below:
3 wheel portable
dolly with balanced
TV Tripod mounted.
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NOW
Your station can rent the finest
short subjects available for tele-
vision.

OVER 350
Two -reel comedy and musical

films with

BIG - NAME STARS like

BOB HOPE MILTON BERLE
BING CROSBY WILLIE HOWARD
DANNY KAYE BERT LAHR
JOAN DAVIS IMOGENE COCA

THE RITZ BROS.

For complete catalogue,
write or phone:

ATLAS TELEVISION
CORPORATION

1619 Broadway  New York 19, N.Y.
2,lw

COMMONWEALTH
Currently Serving the

Nation's Leading TV Stations

OFFERS

200
SILENT

AESOP

FABLE

CARTOONS

13
SOUND

CARTOONS

fRAN KIE DARRO/0 ACTION PICTURES

/2
CHARLIE CHAPLIN

COMEDIES
2 REELS

EACH

For I.rthrr .nlotrn
nhon and complele

writs lo

LOMMODWERLTH
and .Vstc.

723 Svooth A N.w York 19, N.Y.

Ii,,"
p rogramming

WHEN a nightly series of west-
erns on Washington's

WMAL-TV can outdraw all other
stations in that city; when Hopa-
long Cassidy on KTLA has con-
sistently rated either second or
third in the Los Angeles area; and
when a local western series on
WATV can compete in share -of -
audience with top network shows
on other New York stations, it's
pretty obvious the position film now
has in TV.

And when one considers the old
features, westerns, shorts, cartoons,
and other miscellaneous film fare
that is now finding its way to TV
(almost all of which have outlived
their theatrical use) it doesn't take
a crystal ball to prophesize how im-
portant films will be to program-
ming-particularly in the future
when TV can afford its own film
production.

No producer has yet found a
profitable means to produce films
for TV. Grant -Realm didn't make
any money out of the Lucky Strike
series (story on p. 13) and Fair-
banks' Public Prosecutor and Am -
pro's Eddie Drake have still to be
picked up by sponsors. However,
in spite of Hollywood's lack of suc-
cess along these lines, there's still
optimism in certain quarters. Gor-
don Levoy of General TV Enter-
prises, who are handling the P & G
series, thinks they have a solution
to the problem (See page 34).
More Stations, Sets
May Solve $ Problem

Perhaps as more stations go on
the air and set circulation increases,
the problem of making money out
of producing films for TV will no
longer exist. However, it may al-
ways be an obstacle if we think of
film production in terms of regular
techniques. Film transcription
might well be the answer.

Of course there are exceptions,
and a good example is the Eisen-
hower Crusade in Europe series,
the March of Time -20th Century -
Fox -ABC deal sponsored by Time,
Inc. Here is one of TV's outstand-
ing programs. And although the
Luce interests shelled out a good
deal of money-more than Lucky
Strike did for the Your Show Time
series, they don't seem to be at all
sorry for sponsoring this almost

monumental TV production
The one branch of film I

tion which is comparatively I
is the newsreel. Practically
station is using some kind
newsreel. The principal sup
INS Telenews. This combina
the Hearst news service wi
Telenews company, an indep
newsreel operation, has wort
quite well with more than :
tions subscribing to the servi
minute daily, and/or 20 -
weekly segments) and sot
sponsors bankrolling it. This
reel also serves as the basis
CBS Newsreel, which is spa
by Oldsmobile. Another
newsreel is the Camel T
which started over a year ag
Fox Movietone supplying tl
but switched a few months a
combination of live annc
picked up in two or three
plus an NBC -produced ne
Last year many stations, p
larly those owned by news
had grandiose plans for loca:
reels, but the cost of puttini
daily reel, plus the fact tha-
sors were not clamoring to
such programs, has resulte
considerable cutback of
newsreel operations.

Ready Market
For Syndicated Pkgs.

Syndicated film programs
up largely of existing footai
as the Ziv and United Artis
packages, or the United Wor
versal series of old (but still
entertaining) films, are fin
ready market. Here product.
editing costs are sufficiently
hold the selling price at
where stations, in many cat
buy films on a sustaining
New outfits like Internation.
film, who have produced a si
nature films built arounc
Kieran, have met with consi
success. United Artists, b!
in with the American N
Company, a cooperative seta
independent operators thrc
the country, has been able
sufficient material for a 1i

and sports program-and is
ing too much trouble sigr
sponsors.

All these programs can be
by the local advertiser or
for under $100 in most cas
more film programs produce(
category the sooner local
will start operating in the
These are the kind of pi
which can be sold locally, a
is where the station ma
money.
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FILMS WIDEN SCOPE
(continued from page 23)

scene could not be done any other
way.

Also many tricks and effects can
be accomplished. A sequence was
needed of Nancy Coleman walking
in the park in the evening. This was
photographed at dusk and a lighted
street lamp was included in the
scene to complete the illusion. Then
there was a scene with Elisabeth
Bergner that was photographed in
bright sunlight with filters to give
the effect of night.

Equipment used in these in-
stances was a Mitchell 35mm Studio
Camera and a good portion of the
work was done with a 35mm Reflex
type Motion Picture camera. This
has a film capacity of 200 ft, is
very compact and has a 3 -lens
turret and 12 volt motor. The
subject photographed is viewed
through the taking lens while pho-
tographing and eliminates all paral-
lels since the image is viewed exact-
ly as photographed, right side up
and magnified 5 times. It is also
possible to follow focus visually
with this camera.

I have covered a variety of sub-
jects and situations that have been
photographed for use in live shows,
and can say that New York City
offers a wide range of suitable
locations. The picture at the be-
ginning of this article, for example,
shows a production crew at work
in Washington Mews, in Greenwich
Village, for a sequence of Suicide
Club, which starred Bramwell
Fletcher. The background is sup-
posed to be a scene in London in
the late 1800's. This scene blended
in perfectly with the live portion
of the show, so much so that it's
doubtful the viewing audience was
aware of the switch from live action
to film.

Motion pictures well handled are
a valuable tool for television pro-
ducers and will broaden the scope
of productions that would be im-
possible otherwise.

radio recording
motion pictures

for television
offices: 565 fifth ave. MU 8-3837

studios : 101 park ave. MU 4-1562

ACOMPLETE TV FILM
PROGRAM SERVICE
from

one source that serves major
advertisers and over 90°° of all
TV stations ...

 MAJOR STUDIO FEATURES
 SHORT SUBJECTS
 CARTOONS
 SERIALS
 WESTERNS*

Films for WMAL.TV's "Frontier Theatre,- supplied
by Filer Equities, has larger audience than all other
Washington stations combined.

SPECIAL TV PROGRAM SERIES

MAN FROM SCOTLAND YARD 13 episodes
15 MINUTES EACH

DOWN YOUR HOLLYWOOD MEMORY LANE 13 episodes
HALF-HOUR EACH

MR. MAGIC
WPIX'S POPULAR 15 MINUTE SHOW (KINESCOPE)

FILM

SCREENING PRINTS AVAILABLE

Write or Wire

(EQUITIES)
SERVING TELEVISION

CORP.

10 East 49th Street, New York 17, N. Y. MU 8-2214
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one station's
film
department
By ROBERT M. PASKOW
Film Program Director, WATV

FILM is the most economical
time segment on a station's

program schedule, and when used
consistently, can produce surpris-
ingly high ratings. In many in-
stances, film material of varying
lengths is indispensable to good
programming, since it can be used
as an adjunct to live shows, such as
remotes or studio presentations, or
as actual portions of a live program.

There is no one particular source
of supply for film material, and it
is therefore necessary for us-as
it is with all stations-to dig up
new sources constantly. And while
film sources are somewhat limited,
there has never been what we would
call a serious shortage. In fact, the
source of supply is widening as the
TV industry grows-and as the
market for film widens.

Costs of film material are pro-
rated at fairly reasonable levels, but

the cost structure itself is unsatis-
factory. Presently costs are arrived
at on a set circulation basis (a base
that changes daily, and is obviously
uncertain) but we recommend that
rates should be founded on a per-
centage of the hourly rate or time
segment. Clearances are still a head-
ache-and a business risk for the
station-but more efficiency is evi-
dent as film sources become ac-
quainted with TV. Many distribu-
tors think they have the necessary
clearances when they haven't; fre-
quently two distributors claim
rights to the same film, one for
16mm, the other for 35mm. Such
complexity hardly simplifies the film
director's job. In our particular
case, we take as much precaution
as possible. All prints scheduled
for use by WATV must be on hand
a week in advance for screening as
to content, quality, contrast and
sound track.:

We've found that 10 -minute seg-
ments of film are popular with ad-
vertisers, but we're constantly on
the look -out for material that runs
anywhere from two and one-half
minutes up to 90 minutes. While
the general run of westerns, car-
toons, adventure reels and the like
are in good supply, we note a scar-

city of brief musicals, half
featurettes, or 40 -minute "st
liners" (features of shorter len
These latter categories, if pro
in series, could become a 11

salable package for the static
The quality of film now ava

to us is better in most respect
cept content, than it was, s
year ago, and there are indict
that even this will improve.
of the major film companies
program producers are turnin
increasingly better material fg
on TV, and much of it is certi
attract the attention of adver
as well as the station.

The Film Department,
Its Function & Service

WATV airs approximate'
hours each week of film fare,
tor that would seem to deft
establish the importance of flu
station's program schedule.

In order to handle the fug
of obtaining, processing and g
uling such a wealth of film ma
the services of a five-membe
department are necessary.
stations are inclined to over!oi
importance of a film staff

(continued on page 46)

NOW! Modern, Comprehensive TV "Staging" plus
NEW TV REVENUE from Pattern Time ,AFEcomi

with
*...41111"tea

impoodk
_....--

it. TELOP
This most versatile telecasting
optical projector enables dual pro-
jection with any desired optical
dissolve under exact control.

The accessory STAGE NUMBER I
adds three functions separately or
simultaneously: a) teletype news
strip, b) vertical roll strip and c)
revolving stage for small objects.

The TELOP, used with TV film cam
eras, permits instant fading of one
object to another, change by lap
dissolve or by superimposing.
Widest latitude is given program
directors for maximum visual
interest and increased TV station
income.

ceoos .r.te for L vile,' I 101

GRAY RESEARCH
and Development Co., Inc.
16 Arbor St., Hartford 1, Conn.

TV FILM
Television film is subject to dart

from innumerable causes. Film bl

ishes and flaws are intensified in

concentrated television image, b

discordant noises from the sound t

and hinder smooth, steady project

No producer can afford to have

production marred by avoidable

defects. No station and no sponsor

afford to hove film damage or im

feet projection distract their audit
PEERLESS FILM TREATMENT has prc

its unique value in safeguarding

for I 5 years.

insist on PEERLESS FILM TREAT
Available at laboratories, coast to

Write for folder, "20 Question:

PEERLESS FILM PROCESSING
Office:165 W. 46th St., New York 1

Processing Plant:130 W. 46th S
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HUNDREDS OF FASCINATING SUBJECTS!

Available immediately for your TELEVISION shows!

SIGNS OF BMOC

ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA FILMS INC.

Encyclopaedia Britannica Films brings you a vast store of
fascinating Television fare . ready now for immediate showing!
Here are more than 300 outstanding titles, including a range of
subjects from "Home Cookery of Fish" to "Atomic Energy";
from "Hitting in Baseball" to "Christopher Columbus."

These are famous EBFilms ... the world's largest and finest
library of educational films. They are technically excellent and
they are as entertaining as they are informative!

Select a sequence of EBFilms and you have a ready-made
series you can proudly sponsor for 13, 26, or even 52 weeks. Or,
use footage from EBFilms in sportscasts, newscasts, quiz shows,
children's programs and scores of other programs. Our Tele-
vision Department will assemble special programs to fit your
needs. You'll find EBFilms bring new life, new visual interest
to your programs. You'll find EBFilms capture new TV viewers
and keep them. Write today for complete information.

ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA FILMS INC.
Wilmette, Illinois
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standardization of
film requirements

By MELVIN L. GOLD
President, Notional Television Film Council

SPEAKING before one of the
National Television Film Coun-

cil meetings, Norman Livingston,
director of commercial operations
for WOR, pointed out that if the
studio time -charges for rehearsals
were properly added into the cost
of preparing a live show, it could
definitely be proven that a good
film show could be produced for
the same, or less money, than any
ordinary live show.

At this time, films produced ex-
pressly for television have not suffi-
ciently proved themselves to en-
courage the kind of financing neces-
sary to make the industry as impor-
tant as it will one day become. Once
having achieved that status, it is
the consensus of opinion that tele-
vision will find it advantageous to
use film for programming, commer-
cials, and most other needs, rather
than live shows.

One of the outstanding problems
has been the means of arriving at
a proper cost for a motion picture
film. Even in the theatrical field a
standard price has never been es-
tablished for motion pictures.
Prices have been predicated upon a
combination of circumstances, all
of which have added up to the
theatre's proportionate ability to
establish grosses. It was logical
that this should also apply to
television stations, and already,
throughout the country, stations
and motion picture distributors are
agreeing on prices based on station
time -rates. Since the station time -
rate is predicated, to a large extent,
on the number of sets in the area,
you can readily appreciate the simi-
larity between this solution and
that which has become standard
practice in the theatrical field.

Aside from the negotiable phases
of films on television, the very
nemesis of all programming, both
live and film, has been the subject
of clearances. Especially that of
music. On film, this problem has
been more acute. Especially so,
since most of the films supplied to
stations in television's early stages
have been old theatrical films, where
the rights to use these films for

television purposes has never been
indicated, or was nebulous.

In the establishing of the Stand-
ard Exhibition Contract, the Na-
tional Television Film Council gave
great consideration to these phases
of the Television -Film business. In
the contract, it is definitely estab-
lished that the motion picture dis-
tributor, since he is the "seller,"
must provide necessary proof of
copyright, clearances, etc., in offer-
ing his films to the television sta-
tions. It has also been made clear
that musical performing rights
must be warranted by the distribu-
tor as being controlled by Broad-
cast Music Incorporated; American
Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers; Society of European
Stage, Authors and Composers,
Inc.; or Associated Music Publish-
ers, Inc. . . . or in the public domain
. . . or controlled by the distributor.
These were very important aspects
of standardization and have simpli-
fied placement of these obligations.

The Television Station Commit-
tee and the Production Committee
have also determined that one of the
great needs of standardization in
the exhibitions of films on television
stations is the standardization of
"cue -marks." At present, various
kinds of markings are being used
to "cue" film.

The Standard Exhibition Con-
tract, while avoiding any appear-
ance of standardizing negotiations,
does establish a method of doing
business that is fair to station and
distributor, and meets their prob-
lems on a common ground. These,
of course, are not all the problems
that exist. In the National Tele-
vision Film Council, our committees
are hard at work, attempting to
discover ways and means to estab-
lish clearances that will satisfy tele-
vision stations, cut their red tape,
simplify the economy of their oper-
ations with regard to film, and
alleviate the distributor's problems
in that regard. The Television Sta-
tion Committee of NTFC is cur-
rently preparing a manual for tele-
vision stations film directors, as
well as TV film department plans,
for distribution to stations through-
out the country.

STATION FILM DEPT.
(continued from page 44

"know-how"-particularly tc
production and operating cos
minimum. In my opinion it's
ous mistake to relegate th
function to a minority role.
able film buyer, for examp.
help a station to make mon
well as cover his own salar3,
times over-by knowing his 1
of film, how to transfer h
know-how to commercials,
suggestions to the program
tor, etc.

At WATV the film depa
consists of the following: filn
and booker (department
assistant in charge of pr
ming ; projectionist; editor
tary and librarian. We

11screening room which seats
such extensive equipment a
16mm projection machine
moviola ; four rewind m
( two motor -driven) ; four s
50 1,600 foot reels; 100 2,0
reels; storage racks; storag
and workshop; two work tat
two footage counters.

In addition, the film dept
offers WATV clients facilii
producing commercials at
lowing rates: approximate:
and up for 20 -second come
approximately $300 and up
second -commercials.

AVAILABLE NOW
A young, married man with a Intel

commercial motion picture and 30
raphy.
EXPERIENCED . . . in taking, devel
printing stills such as used in static)n
and photographic title cards. My
included taking 16MM movies using
Kodak Special, Bell & Howell TO -DA
doing both editing and animation
commercials.
TRAINED . . . in use of Auricon Sin
sound camera and developing of the
attending Theater Arts Institute. P:
vision production school, I have be
ad.nt all my past experience to telex
WILLING . . . to work in any jol
number of hours, at any salary, ar
U. S. For anN further information, pi

WILLIAM L. BARISH
5213 West Berks Sires

Philadelphia, Penna.

AVEC PRODUCTI(
Subsidiary of

AUDIO-VISUAL ENG. CO

FOR

FILM PRODUCTI(
We operate OUR OWN sound stud

16MM VARIABLE DENSITY RECOI

"From Script to Scree

232 E. Erie St.. Chicago
MOhawk 4 4435
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CONSULTING

TELEVISION

ENGINEERS

McINTOSH & INGLIS
Consulting Radio Engineers

710 14th St., NW, MEtropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Laboratory: 910 King Street,
Silver Spring, Maryland

McNARY & WRATHALL
Consulting Radio Engineers

National Press Bldg. DI. 1205
WASHINGTON, D. C.

1407 Pacific Ave. Santa Cruz. Cant.
Phone 5040

WELDON & CARR

1605 Connecticut Ave., NW. MI 4151
WASHINGTON, D. C.

1728 Wood Street Riverside 3611
Dallas, Texas

JOHN CREUTZ

Consulting Radio Engineer

319 Bond Bldg. REpublic 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.

A. D. RING & CO.
25 Years' Experience in Radio

Engineering

MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4. D. C.

JANSKY & BAILEY
An Organization of

Qualified Radio Engineers
DEDICATED TO THE

Service of Broadrastine
National Press Bldg.. Wash.. D. C.

GEORGE C. DAVIS
Consulting Radio Engineer

Munsey Bldg. Sterling 0111

WASHINGTON. D. C.

PAUL GODLEY CO.
Consulting Radio Engineers

Upper Montclair, N. J.
Labs: Great Notch, N. J.

Phones: Montclair 3-3000
Little Falls 4.1000

DIXIE B. McKEY
& ASSOCIATES

1820 Jefferson Place, N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.

Telephones: Republic 7236
Republic 8296

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer

HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE

DALLAS 5, TEXAS

JUSTIN 8-6100

HOYLAND BETTINCER
Television Consultant

Studio Design, Lighting,
Personnel Training

595 Fifth Avenue Plaza 8.2000

BROADCASTING STUDIOS
Design and Construction

Television, also F.M. and A.M.
THE AUSTIN COMPANY

Cleveland

A Nation -Wide Organization

BERNARD ASSOCIATES
Consulting

Radio and Television Engineers

5010 Sunset Blvd. Normandy 2.6715

Hollywood 27, California

WINFIELD SCOTT McCACHREN
AND ASSOCIATES

Consulting Radio Engineers

TELEVISION SPECIALISTS
410 Bond Bldg.
Washington 5, D. ('.
District 6923

2104 Columbia Pike
Arlington. Va.
GLebe 9096

E. C. PAGE

CONSULTING RADIO

ENGINEERS

Bond Bldg. EXecutive 5670

WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

KEAR & KENNEDY

Consulting Radio Engineers

1703 K St. N.W. Sterling 7932

WASHINGTON, D. C.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT

AND ASSOCIATES
Consulting Radio Engineers

982 National Press Bldg.
Washington, D. C.

CHAMBERS & GARRISON

Consulting Radio Engineers
1519 CONNECTICUT AVENUE

Washington 6, D. C.
MIchigan 2261

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Radio Engineering Consultants

Executive 1230 1833 M Street, N. W.
Executive 5851 Washington 6, D. C.

CONSULTING TELEVISION ENGINEERS

Open to Engineers and Consultants only
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THE FILM COMMERCIAL
(continued from page 39)

if in period fashion must be au-
thentic to the last detail.

Sound Effects: What kind? Can
they be obtained already recorded
or do they have to be made? If so,
where? Will it require travel for
a sound crew?

Narration: Is the picture a
"voice-over" job? If so, who does
the narration-a top-flight name
in the business at a healthy fee, or
just a good anhouncer, with a good
voice still hoping to get screen
credit? Their prices vary-and
how !

Music: Here's an item that can
vary plenty in costs. You can have
library music, free from royalty
payments for as low as a dollar a
foot if you're lucky enough to find
something that fits the theme of the
picture. Or you can have special
orchestrations or scores written,
arranged and recorded by a sym-
phony orchestra, if your budget
will stand the freight.

With Friend Petrillo's ban on
music on films for television, adver-
tisers have been seriously handi-
capped.

Method used to circumvent the
ban is by recording music on disks,
which are synchronized to the

silent film. Others, where possible,
resort to the music libraries which
have music on film recorded before
the middle of 1945. Harmonica
backgrounds have been used until
recently. Petrillo has recently put
a stop to this source. Vocals or a
cappella backgrounds are also used
effectively.

Raw Stock: This is merely the
film on which the picture is shot
and from which prints are made.
The cost of the film itself is so
much per foot, so there's no flexi-
bility there. But, and it's a big but,
the amount the director uses is very
flexible. The usual ratio on commer-
cial pictures is 4 or 5 to one, mean-
ing five thousand feet of negative
may be used in shooting a 1000 foot
picture. However, some directors
have never heard of "five to one"
except at a race track. Consequently
costs can start skyward here.

Animation: Here is where you
can really spend it if you're so in-
clined. Almost anything can be
animated; from a straight line con-
necting two points on a map to
showing that the light in the re-
frigerator actually does go out
when the door is closed. The cost
of animation can run all the way
from $3.00 a foot to $50.00 and
more.

Process Photography: Under this
heading come miniatures, slow mo-
tion, stop -motion, microphotog-
raphy, optical effects, rear projec-
tion, background, double exposures,
stunts, to name but a few. Wonders
can be accomplished by their use,
but it takes plenty of preparation,
time and money. '

Library: "Use a stock shot" is
one of the standbys of most script
writers. What some of them would
do if they couldn't specify, "stock
shots," Heaven only knows. Sure,
lots of times they're necessary and
add a lot to a picture, if they can
be had-and I might add in some
cases, if they can be seen! Most of
them have been "duped" so many
times that when you get them
they're only a shadow of their
former negatives. Avoid them when-
ever you can, if you're a stickler
for quality.

Cutting and Editing: The cutter
-or "film editor," if we're high-
toned-is as important to the final
picture as the writer is to the
script. Here again it pays big divi-
dends to have the best.

Contingencies: Weather condi-
tions on location, possible delays
due to sickness in the cast, failures
of equipment, transportation, elec-
tricity, strikes, accidents, etc., etc.

let's face it

Obviously, the film television commer-
cial is here to stay. But the public is
beginning to be more critical of both
programs and commercials.

This means that the filming of these
short spots is becoming more and more
important, and smart agencies are more
and more reluctant to entrust this work
to motion picture producers whose only
claim to fame is that they work fast
and cheap.

Our record in this type of production
is following the classic pattern. As the
picture changes from one where nothing
mattered as long as there was something
on the screen to one where more care

and thought are required, our share of
the business increases.

Why?
Because we have only one production

standard. Because we are an organization
where every job, whether it he a one
minute spot or a five reel picture, is
handled by the same people, and gets the
benefit of a quarter century of produc-
t experience. This is one shop where
everybody works, where the owners are
the producer -director and the cameraman.
What this means in economy can be de-
termined by giving us an opportunity to
estimate on your next job. What it means
in quality is a matter of record.

LESLIE ROUSH PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Offices
119 West 57th Street
New York 19, New York
Columbus 5-6430

Studios
130 Old Country Rood
Mineola, Long Island
Garden City 7-8130
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IS FIRST AGAIN
with the 203 square inch

picture
tube

From the same organization that
developed the cathode ray tube from a laboratory

curiosity and made electronic television
commercially practical-now conies this

bigger and better picture tube.

THE NEW DU MONT BRADFORD
with the new 19 inch short -neck tube

THE LIFE-SIZE PICTURE TUBE, because of
its shorter neck and shorter beam
throw, gives a sharper focus and a
brighter, more detailed picture than
ever before. This is only one of the
important new Du Mont developments
in the Bradford which include...

DISTINGUISHED CABINET. The shorter
tube and advanced chassis design per-
mit giant picture in a gracefully pro-
portioned cabinet only 341/2" wide,
40'/2" high, 24%" deep.

NEW DOUBLE SENSITIVITY. Opens up a
new television market in outlying areas
which never before could enjoy tele-
vision, and gives better performance
everywhere, because of the exclusive
Du Mont circuit which provides clear,
steady pictures with a signal strength
only half of that formerly needed. And

oUMONT6atied

this Du Mont circuit also prevents
roll-over.

NARROW -BAND SYNC -AMPLIFIER.
Exclusive Du Mont feature which cuts
interference to a minimum, for clearer,
steadier pictures.

NEW LINE VOLTAGE STABILIZING TRANS-

FORMER. Insures against fading due to
variations in power line voltage.

COOL -RUNNING. Operating tempera-
tures are 20% to 307( lower than other
makes, because of Du Mont's extra -
sized parts; which means these extra -
sized parts will last longer, and cause
you far fewer service calls.

FM RADIO AND AUTOMATIC PLAYER.
Rich full bodied tone on television, FM
radio, and the new 45 RPM records.

COPYRIGHT 19411. ALLEN D. DU MONT LABORATORIES, INC.

Allen B. Du Mont Laboratories, Inc. General Television Sales Offices and Station WA B D, 515 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N.Y.



/irsI j Televisuals
Outstanding in entertainment value are the television
commercials* of Lucky Strike (L. S. %M. F. T.) produced
by The Jam Handy Organization for N. W. Ayer & Son, Inc.

Skilled in the techniques of blending high entertainment
values with strong commercial selling, we are prepared
to help progressive advertisers and agencies to keep
in the forefront of those making effective use
of television for business purposes.

*Cited by the Television Broadcasters' Association
for "the skillful application of commercial
techniques to television broadcasting." JAM HANDY

0/7a91
-for Tolevisuals

PRESENTATIONS TRAINING ASSISTANCE SLIDE FILMS TELEVISUALS MOTION PICTURES

NEW YORK 19 WASHINGTON D. C. 6 PITTSBURGH 22 DETROIT 11 DAYTON 2 CHICAGO 1 LOS ANGELES 28


